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A bill to be entitled

An act relating to public records, adding••

1,btc
1.3/1

119.01113)-(6), Florida Statut�s, amending••

119.07, FlorJda Statutes, 1978 Supplement, and

1. 3/2

adding subsection■ (3) and (4) to said section,

6

defln.lng certain words and phrases, providing

•

Investigative ln(or•atlon are exemp� from

'

10

"

that certain crlmlnal lntelllgence and

1.3/]
1.3/4

disclosure provisions ot the public record law1

providing for deletion of con(ldentlal

ln(ormatlon,fro• public records produced for

2

omloslon, Including but not limited to information derived

fro• laboratory tests, reports of Investigators or Informants,

3 or from any type of surveillance�
•

(5) The word •active" shall have tho following
s meaning, criminal Investigative Information shall be

6 consldered •active• as long as It ls related to an ongoing
7

lnveatlgatlon which ls continuing with a reaeonable, go��

t

foreaeeabie future. Criminal lhtelllgence lnfo,matlon shall

e

faith anticipation of securing en arrest or prosecution In the

10 be considered active as long as lt ls related to Intelligence
1.3/5

n gatherlng conducted with a reasonable, good faith belief that

11

lnspectlonr providing for judlclal Inspection

IJ

lt will lead to detection of ongoing or reasonably anticipated

u

and determlnatlonr exempting confldentlal

ll

criminal activities.

14

criminal lnvestlgatlve lnformntlon shall be considered active

16

appeals,

II

775.15 or other statutes of limitation.

20

f6J •criminal justice agency• means any lav
enforcement agency, court, or prosecutor. The term also

u
n
16

records received from non-Florida criminal

1.3/6

juetlce agencies, providing authority to charge

U

for costs, providing an effective date.

11

11

n
19

20
21

n

Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida,
Section 1.

Subsections Ill, (4), (S), and (6) are

lrenc
1. 3/7

21

added to eectlon 119,011, Florida Statutes, to readt
119.0ll
(3)

Deflnltlons.--For the purpaae of this chapter,

•crl•lnal Intelligence lnfor•atlon• means

respecl to an Identifiable person or groups of persona In an

�

effort to antlclpate, prevent, or monitor possible criminal

21

activity.
(4J

•criminal lnveatlgatlve Information• means

�

lnfotmatlon wlth respect to an Identifiable person or group of

30

persons, compiled by a criminal juetlce agency In the course

ll

of cond11ctlng a crl111lnal Investigation of a specific act or
1

while they are directly related to �endl!!9 prosecutloM or

The word •active• shall not apply to lnfonutlon In

cases which are barred ftom prosecution under provisions of s.

Includes any other agency charged by law with criminal lav

1.3/8

22

enforcement dutlea, or any agency having custody of criminal

1.11

2l

Intelligence Information or criminal Investigative Information

24 lnformatlon collected by a criminal justice agency with

25

"

In addition, criminal Intelligence and

1.12

1. 12/l
1.12/2

24

for the purpose of assisting such lav enforcement agencies In

25

the conduct of actlve criminal Investigation or prosecution,

�

durlng the time that auch agencies are In possesslon of

11

ctlmlnal Intelligence lnforMatlon or criminal Investigative

21

"

30
31

,.,i

1.12/

,J,
:::l
lilt

1.1

I
1.lf

l. •1

I
l. \1I

Information pursuant to their criminal law enforcement duties.
Section 2.

Subsection (2) of section 119.07, Florida

Statutes, 1978 Supp1ement, ls amended and subsections (l) and
(4) are added to sald section to reads
2

COOINC1 w.,J, 111 """•" 1\.1n1\. IJf• ••• lclell..,t r,.,. ••hll111 ·••1 ••••• .!!llbf.!Jttd:••• eddllleu.

1, I

119.07 Inspection and examlnatlon o( recorder

1 exemptlons.--

J

,

(!)(a) All public records which are presently provided 2.2/1
by law to be confidential or which are prohibited from �•Ing

Inspected by the public, whether by general or •�•clal law,
6 shall be exempt from the provlslons of subsection (1).
1

9

10

II

(bJ

All public records referred to In as . ,198.09,

199.222, 228.091, 2S7.261, 288.075, 624.311(2), 624.119(3) and

(4), 657.061(1), 6S8.lO(l), end 794.0l are exempt from the

provisions of subsection (1).
fc>

Active crl•lnal lntelllgence Information and

11 active criminal lnvestlgatlve Information are exempt f rom the

IJ

14

IJ

provisions of subsection (1).

(d) Any lnfou1atlon reveallng the Identity of
confidential lnformanta or aources ls exempt from the

16

provlslons of subsectlon ll).

11

or procedures or personnel ls exempt from the provls1ona of

211
11

(ft Any Information revealing undercover personnel of
any criminal justlce agency ls exempt from the provlalons of
subsection ( 1).

11

19

11

7J

Ce) Any lnfor•at1on revealing surveillance technique!

subsection (l J.

1t

lll Any criminal lnteltlgence Information or criminal
lnvestlgatlve lnfou1atlon Including the photoguph, na111e,

�

ldentlty of the vlctlm of any sexual battery as defined by

25

11

2.2/4
2.2/5
2.2/fi

l1lu1
2.2/l

1 t l UB
2,2/8

2.2/9

2.2/10
2.2/11
2,2/12

Chapter 79• or child abuse as defined by Chapter 827 ls exempt

2,2/ll

from the provlalons of subsection (!L_

lO

Investigative lnfor■atlon which reveals the pen1>nal assets of

lt

2.2/2

address or other fact or lnfon,atlon which reveals the

�

19

2.2

(h) Any criminal Intelligence information or criminal

the victim of a crime, other thnn property stolen or destroyed
j

2,2/14
2,2/15

IID1Sll, Flrst f:ngro.::'' ,:
d urlng the commission of the crl111e, ls exempt from the

provlslons of subsec tion 11).
Jlf All criminal Intelligence and criminal
3
l nvestlgatlva Information received by• criminal justice

2

s

'
•
1

•gency prlor to January 25, 1979 ls confidential an
f ro• the provisions of aubsectlon Cl).
(jJ

d

ls exempt

Nothlng hereln shall be construed to ueme_Ll�

subsection (1) records mad o par t

f a court file and not

t specifically closed by order of court except as provided ln
O

0 paragraphs td), (e), and (f) of subsection (2).
1

expand or tlmlt the provisions of Rule l,220, Florida Rule�

4

discovery by the .tllte and a defendant In a criminal

15

"

crlmlnal Procedure, regardlnq the right and extent of
prosecution .

fil�e ►

Examination ques tions and answer sheets of

u examinations administered by a governmental agency for the
11

purpose of llcensure, certification, or

20

examlnea shall have the right

,,

21

n
23

24
2J
16

eniployii1ent

exenipt from the provisions of subsection (1),
examlnat:lon,
(3)

to

shall be

nowever, an

review hie own completed

•criminal Intelligence Information• and •criminal

lnvestlgatlve Information• shall not Include

the

time,

date,

location, and nature of a r eported crlme1 the name, sex, age,
and address of a person arrested or the vlctl• of a crime

2.2/22
11 l us

2.2/2
2.2/2

.,

2.212d

.,I

2. 2127
2.212

)

i

2.21J

given to the person arrested, and lnformatlon and lndlct•ents

2.211

location of the Incident and the arrest, the crime charged,

all documents given or required by law or agency rule to be

29

except as provided ln a. 905,26,

:IO

2.212H

except aa provld �d ln aubsectlon t2)(g)1 the time, date, an�

,.

21

2.2/1;1

(k) The provisions of this section are not Intended to ltlU9 '.

,

3

2.2/181

2.2/J
j

31

1 •I I•wI .,.,.t,�l••· .,...., .....
CODIHG1 Wetdt I• ,1,.,cl. ........i. l,r• ••• ,le' otl.,., I,�; ••I.,
4

I

1

IID15ll t Fhat E9g[Ossed

(4)

Any person who has custody of public records and

2.2/32

1 who asserts that an exemption provided In nubsectlon (2) or ln
J general or special law applies to a particular record shall

2. 2/Jl

4 delete or excise f rom the record onll that portion of the
s record for which an exemption Is asserted and shall produce
4 for Inspection end examination the re mainder of such record.

2. 2/34

7 In any actlon In which an exemption Is auerhd pursuant to

2.2/15

I paragraphs ld) 1 (e), and (f) of subsection (2) 1 the record or
9 records shall be JUbmltted In camera to the court for a de

2.2/JG

10 novo Inspe ction.

2.2/38

In the c ase of an exemption asserted

11 pursuant to paragraph (c) of s ubsection (2 ) en In camera
11

Inspection shall be discretionary wl th the court.

If the

2.2/19

13 court finds no baala for the auertlon of the exemption It may

u

order the records to be disclosed.
9ecqon l.

Whenever criminal Intelllgence lnformatlon

M or criminal lnvestlgetlva Information held by a non-Florida
11

2.2/40
2.2/42

c rlmlnel justice agency la available to a Florida crl111lnel

18 justice agency only on a confidential or ali1Uarly restricted

2. 2/4]

19 b,uls, the Florida c rl111lnal justice agency 11ay obtain and use
20 such lnfor•atlon In accordance wlth the conditions Imposed by

2.2/44

11 the provldt i:i g agency.
Secl:,on 4.

11

In the case of records produced under thla

23 act, when the nature or volume of records ls such as to
�

requlra extensive clerical or supervisory �sslatance by

n

personnel of the agency Involved, the agency 11ay charge, ln

M

addition to the actual coat of duplic ation, a reasonable

11

charge, approved by the Department of 1\d111lnlstratlon, for the

n

provi sion of such clerical or supervisory personnel.
Section 5.

11
30

This act shall take effect bpoh beco11lng a

law.

31

5

2.2/44
2. 2/45

2.2/46

2.2/47

2.2/4 8
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lnformllrits turn cold as FBI fileS go public
lly .JAMES C0,4TES
Ch,caqa Trlbun� ,•rvlce

WASIIINGTON - Criminals, terrorists
and foreign agents arc using the Freedom of
Information and Privacy Acts to reveal in•
formants' identities and agencies' investiga
tive methods, a congressional study has found.
The General Accounting Office discovered
scores of cases where targets of FBI probes
had demanded that the bureau provide copies
of its investigative files under the Freedom of
Information Act.
The study said that once-reliable FBI in
formants no-y tell agents they will not provide

information for fear their identities will be
disclosed.
The accounting office also found that the
five-year-old Privacy Act is hampering law
enforcement efforts because many banks, fed
eral offices, telephone companies, and private
businesses· now reject requests for, informa•
lion.
Telephone company execuhves, for exam
.
ple, have informed the FBI in a California
case that they will provide the bureau with
unpublished phone numbers but will immedi
ately notify the subscribers of the FBI's inter•
est.

In an introductton to the report, U.S.
Comptroller Elmer Staats said the acts are
tendmg to "erode...the ability of law enforce
ment agencies to gather and exchange infor
mation."
No names are given in the report, but here
arc examples cited by the General Account
ing Oflice:
v A terrorist convicted of two murders
wrote to the FBI demanding certain files. Lat
er, the terrorist's lawyer told a Mideastern
city's police intelligence officer that the docu•
ments identified the informant in the murder
case. The city's policP department has told the

FBI it will no longer share its written reports
with the bureau.

· v A business person iold the FBI that
foreign agents from a "hostile country" tried
lo recruit him as a spy. The FBI wanted him
lo infiltrate the spy apparatus, but the agency
admitted that the "hostile" agents could learn
the business person's identity under. the Free•
dom of Information Act. The man refused.
v FBI agents conducting background in·
lcrviews on a prospective presidential ap•
pointec told their superiors that they believed
many people contacted in 40 interviews were

withholding rlcrogatory in[c,rmatrnn for fc.,r
the appointee would learn their names
,,,. The F[IJ �skcd the Social Sccurilv A<l
ministratwn lo provide th•: addrc�s of a· n,:in
wanted for murder. The ar,ency refused. and
by the time agents found the address the m11n
had fled
v The Postal Service has orrlerrd 1ls 111011
carriers to refuse lo talk lo FHl ai;cnts Tlw
report noted that mail carnrrs had hrcn 1111·
portant sources because of their k11owl 0di:;e nf
ncighhorhoods.

VPolice records.law
changes should be few
What secrets do Florida law enforce
ment agencies have a right to keep from
you?
That's the question before the House
Criminal Justice Committee today, and
our answer is - very few.
That should also be the answer of the
committee.
For decades, Florida bas bad a policy
of closing records for only the most com
pelling of reasons. That bas been a good
policy and the committee should not de
viate from it.
Police and prosecutors fear that a re
cent state Supreme Court decision may
open all of their records to public inspec
tion and have pressed for quick legisla
tive action to prevent that from
happening. The House committee will
consider a bill to do that this afternoon,
but it Is a bill that goes too far.
Although some law enforcement offi
cials have overdramatized the problem
- to the point of suggesting the Mafia
would simply send a truck to each police
station, demand a copy of every record
and then begin to systematically elimi
nate all law enforcement informants and
undercover agents - they do have legiti•
mate problems.

Lives could be endangered and inves
tiga tions ruined by the premature re
lease of information. But the committee
should not take the easy way out by sim•
ply granting blanket exemptions, for the
public, too, bas a need to know about the
operation of Its law enforcement agen
cies.
There have been too many examples
In the past of illegal arrests, forced con•
fessions and-police brutality to allow law
enforcement to become a closed-door op
eration.
The committee must balance · the
needs of the police against the needs of
the public and grant only those exemp
tions to the open records law that are
essential Members have already moved
In that direction by tightening up an ear
ly draft bill that would have allowed the
closing of almost every record connected
with police activities.
Today, they can approve a series of
amendments that further protect the
public's Interest.
One would specifically open certain
records, such as arrest reports, assuring
the public the basic documents needed to
assess the work of its law enforcement
officials.
Another would make It clear that the
fact a record contains specific informa
tion - such as the names of informants
- which can be held secret, this does not
make that entire record secret. The
closed information would simply be de
leted, the rest of the record made public.
And still another would provide for
court review of decisions to close
records. It is obvious that without this
provision, the law, no matter how care
fully worded its restrictions, would actu
ally allow any police official to close any
record for any reason. How could anyone
prove the record did not contain privi•
leged information?
Certainly those changes are no less
than the public deserves, and no less than
it should get.

Don't. Hide Police .Records
Behind a Cloak of Secrecy
P
OLICE have a job to do. So do jour
nalists. There Is no reason why
both can't do their jobs without
getting in each other's way.
But some law-enforcement officials
don't want the press to inform the public
fully about police activities. They're try
ing to get a law passed to give legal
sanction to a massive coverup.
There's a chance they'll succeed. The
1979 Legislature Is expected to approve
a ..bill amending Florida's public-records
law. Police say a change in that law was
made necessary by a Florida Supreme.
Court" decision. The court ruled that the
public has a legal right of access to any
public record not explicitly exempted by
statute.
Law-enforcement officials complain
that this interpretation means the Mafia
could peek at files pertaining to an in
vestigation and find out the names of
·
confidential informants.
If that is so, the law should be amend
ed to prevent such abuses, No responsi-

ble spokesman for the press has argued
otherwise. But such legislation should be
carefully drawn. It should specify pre
cisely which kinds of records may be
kept confidential from whom and for
how long.
Moreover, the law should provide a
way for the public to appeal - perhaps
to a judge - when there is reason to be
lieve that records are being deliberately
misclassified in order to keep them se
cret or "sanitized" before being made
public,.
Such a carefully drafted bill could sat
isfy the needs of law enforcement with
out unduly Impeding the public's right to
know about the public's business.
· Unfortunately, some law-enforcement
spokesmen don't want a carefully,
drawn bill. They want to use the current
public-records situation as an excuse to
draw an iron curtain of secrecy around
police activities.
If they succeed, the police will be
come the sole judge and jury of what the
public learns about their performance.
When they goof, for example, internal
r�w lnves!jgat!ons.would remam con
·fidential, even ll,j���g)s..d. The
public would have no way of knowing
whether a department effectively disci
plines errant officers.
The coverups won't stop with Internal
police matters, of course. If arrest re
ports can be kept secret, what will hap
pen when a public official - or one of
his relatives or friends - is hauled in for
drunken driving? Or nabbed in the com
pany of underworld figures during a
gambling raid? Or caught taking bribes?
If the cloak of secrecy can be placed
over the arrest .:... which is the first link
in the long chain of events in the crimi•
nal-justice system - then the public will
have· a hard time evaluating the per
.formance of the whole syste_m.
If arrests can be hushed up, there need
be rto indictment, no trial, no sentence.
And If police are allowed absolute dis
cretion concerning which matters to
hush up and which to make public, they
will have gained a tool akin to ticket fix
ing. They can do favors for politicians
who help them at budget time, and they
can punish their critics· by withholding
such favors or by selectively leaking de
rogatory information.
Only public scrutiny can prevent this
kind of corruption from gaining a foot
hold in Florida law enforcement. So un
less the press can do its job of informing
the public, the honest cops cannot con
tinue to do their job.
That is why the current discussion or
changes in Florida's public-records law
is of vital importance not only for the
press, but for the general public as well.

SE;'-iATE l�;FOP.iv:,\TiON SERVICES

�.1{nshin e La \V: One I--Iit, One Miss

l/r

HE FLORIDA Sunshine Law means tied to inspect any document or record
what )t. says, and the Legislature• ...held by any Jaw-enforcement agency
meant for it to say what it _says. in this state. Any person who withheld
The Third District Court of Appeal, in so· any scrap of paper from even a known
ruling, has sent yet another message to criminal would be guilty of a crime ...
the city of Miami and public bodies and even the lives of confidential in
across the state.
formers and undercover agents would be
Miami C;ty Manager Joseph Grassie,' threatened."
\Ve share Sheriff ?1:rdy's concer;i
in charge of picking a new police chief,
appointed a committee to help him do about the need for protection of confi
the screening. And then he kept its dential police information in pending
meetings closed to the public and the cnminal investigations.
But we do not agree with his interpre
news media. Backed up by City Attorney
.George Knox, he said an appointed com• tation of existing law. Moreover. any ex•
:mittee was not a government agency empuons in the public records law
:and thus was not required to hold open should be up to the state legislature and
not to the courts.
:hearings.
Sheriff Purdy's request to the court
::· Wrong, ruled Dade Circuit Judge Dan might lead to far greater mischief.
:Satin in February 1978. The city ap
:pealed. Still wrong, said this week's rul•
:ing by the Court of Appeal.The idea that
public business can be done in private
�hould now . be recognized throughout
.government as faulty. And illegal.
: Florida has a public-records law, too.
lt makes governm_ental units and agen
cies open their records and files to inter- •
ested parties, whoever they might be.
·There are, or have been, certain excep
tions. Which ls why Dade Sheriff E. Wil
son Purdy has filed a motion to be heard
. as a fri'end of the court - the Florida
�upreme Court - in the case of New ·.
Smyrna Beach Utilities Commission vs.
florida Power & Light Co.
: The sheriff says he has no particular
� interest in the New Smyrna Beach-FPL
case, except as his and all other Florida
law-enforcement agencies may be af•
!ected by the Supreme Court's ruling of
Jan. 25. That ruling, he says, would open
all police-investigation files to some very
interested parties. Sheriff Purdy .fears
that criminals, or their lawvers, could
bro:wse • daily through police· records to
see if the�• or their clients are suspected
of anytl}ing,.-and-what--evidence_mav
e · <even before charges are filed. ··--·---.
Until now, common law and court rul·
ings have made police secrets privileged
during investigation and apprehension of
)
criminals. Records in pending cases have
been regulated by the Rules of Criminal
Procedure. But there has been no law en- . /
acted by tl)e Legislature keeping the rec- �.,...,
ords secret.
_ .>/
. Purdy conte.::,d�-�s:..:precedent
for th�c.oun=to-expressly preserve the
right of closed police records; such an
exception was made in an earlier public-rec'ords case, Veale vs. City of Boca
T

Raton.

A rehearing and clarification by the
court might prevent, as stated in Sher
iff's Purdy's motion. "an immediate and
real risk that any person would be enti•
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First Regular Session
of the
Sixth Legislature
[under the Constitution as Revised in 1968]

APRIL 3 through JUNE 6, 1979
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[Including a record of transmittal of Acts subsequent to sine die adjotll '

.23_4

JOURNAL OF THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

_Introduction and Reference
By the Committee on Criminal Justice and Representative
CrawfordHB 1531-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
records; adding s. 119.011(3)-(6), Florida Statutes; amending s.
119.07, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, and adding sub
sections (3) and (4) to said section; defining certain words and
phrases; providing that certain criminal intelligence and in
vestigative information are exempt from disclosure provisions of
the public record law; providing for deletion of confidential in
formation from public records produced for inspection; provid
ing for judicial inspection and determination; exempting confi
dential records received from non-Florida criminal justice agen
cies; providing authority to charge for costs; providing an
effective date.
-was read the first time by title and taken up.
On motion by Mr. Crawford, the rules were waived and
HB 1531 was read the second time by title.
Representatives Fontana and Martinez offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 1-On page 3, lines 23-29, strike all of said lines
and insert: (g) Any criminal intelligence information or crimi
nal investigative information including the photograph, name,
addre8s or other fact or information which reveals the identity
of the victim of any sexual battery as defined by Chapter
794 or child abuse as defined by Chapter 827 is exempt from
the provisions of subsection (1).
(h) Any criminal intelligence information or criminal in
vestigative information which reveals the personal assets of
the victim of a crime is exempt from the provisions of subsec
ti�n(1).'
(i) All criminal intelligence and criminal investigative infor
mation received by a criminal Justice agency prior to January
25, 1979 is confidential and is exempt from the provisions of
8Ubsection (1).
(i) Nothing herein shall be construed to exempt from sub
section (1) records made part of a court file and not specific
ally closed by order of court except as provided in paragraphs
(d), (e), and(!) of subsection(2).
And redesignate the subsequent paragraphs.
Mr. Martinez moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereofOn motion by Mr. Crawford, further consideration of HB
1531 :was temporarily deferred.
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570.281, 570.282, 570.284, Florida Statutes, as ss. 570.542, 570.543, and 570.545, Florida Statutes, respectively, and redesig
nating s. 570.283, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, as s.
570.544, Florida Statutes; creating ss. 570.548, 570.549, Florida
Statutes; establishing the bureaus of the Division of Forestry
of the Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services;
prescribing duties of each bureau; providing for the appoint
ment and removal and prescribing the duties and qualifications
of the director of the division; providing an effective date.
-was read the second time by title and, under Rule 8.19,
referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
On motion by Mr. Ryals, the rules were waived and the House
advanced to the order of Introduction and Reference for the
purpose of reading a House Resolution.

Introduction and Reference
By Representative RyalsHR 1542-A resolution providing for a select committee to
consider the claims against the state by Freddie Lee Pitts and
Wilbert Lee.
Be It Resolved by the House of Representatives of the State
of Florida:
That the Speaker of the House of Representatives shall
appoint a select committee of seven members for the exclusive
purpose of considering legislation relating to the claims
against the state by Freddie Lee Pitts and Wilbert Lee. The
select committee shall have the power set forth in ss. 11.142
and 11.143, Florida Statutes, and may hold hearings, receive
testimony and report its findings and recommendations with
respect to such claims in the same manner as do standing
committees.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Speaker of the House
of Representatives may provide for staff to assist the select
committee from among the staff of other House committees
and offices.
-was read the first time by title. On motions by Mr. Ryals,
the rules were waived and the resolution was read the second
time in full and adopted.
On motion by Mr, Ryals, Chairman, BB 1265 was withdrawn
from the Committee on Judiciary and referred to the Select
Committee on the Pitts-Lee Claims Bill.
On motion by Mrs. Carlton, the rules were waived and the
House reverted to the order of-

Messages from the Senate
The Honorable J. Hyatt Brown, Speaker

·continuation of Consideration of the Special and Continuing Order

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has adopted SCR 847 and requests the concurrence
of the House.

BB 280-A bill to be entitled An act relating to sale or
conveyance of state lands; amending s. 253.111, Florida Stat
utes, providing that state lands may be sold to a county upon
determination of the board of county commissioners by resolu
tion that such land will be devoted to a public purpose, rather
than a public outdoor recreational purpose; providing an effective date.

Joe Brown, Secretary

-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Governmental Operations offered the following title amendment:
·, Amendm�nt 1....:.on page 1, line 7, 8, & 9, strike ", rather
than a public outdoor recreational purpose"
Mr. Patchett moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Under Rule 8.19, the· bill was referred to the Engrossing
Clerk.
- IIB 376-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Depart
ment of Agriculture and Consumer Services; redesignating ss.

By Senator Henderson and othersSCR 847-A concurrent resolution proclaiming the month of
April, 1979, as United States Olympic Month.
-was read the first time by title. On motions by Mrs. Carlton,
the rules were waived and the concurrent resolution was read
the second time in full, adopted, and under the rule immediately
certified to the Senate.
The Honorable J. Hyatt Brown, Speaker
I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed
HB
HB
HB
HB

642
646
648
652

HB 643
HB 645
HB 650
HB 658

HB 644
HB 647
HB 651
Joe Brown, Secretary

The bills were ordered enrolled.
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WHEREAS, the availability of petroleum fuels has become
significantly less, and the cost significantly greater, and
WHEREAS, the existence of a situation requiring energy
conservation is a reality, and
WHEREAS, Floridians should be encouraged to begin ac
tivities that demonstrate an awareness of energy problems and
solutions to those problems, and
WHEREAS, Florida families will be strengthened and be
come closer while working together to conserve energy, and
WHEREAS, Florida would demonstrate that the imposition
of mandatory controls by the Federal Government is unneces
sary, and
WHEREAS, a grassroots effort by Floridians to create in
novative ways to conserve energy would prove that, and
WHEREAS, it is the Legislature's intent that Floridians
"celebrate simplicity," and
WHEREAS, Floridians can show that "yes, we can," NOW,
THEREFORE,
Be It Resolved by the House of Representatives of the State of
Florida:

That Sunday, April 29, 1979, is hereby proclaimed "Florida
Family Energy Conservation Day." The intent is that Florida's
families reduce energy consumption in as many ways as prac
ticable and that they spend the day together in activities
which strengthen family relationships.
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that it is the intent of the
Legislature that Floridians continue the spirit of Florida Family
Energy Conservation Day throughout the year and the future,
demonstrating that they are aware and actively participating
in lifestyles that conserve energy.
-was read the second time in full. On motion by Ms. Davis,
the resolution was adopted.

Consideration of the Special and Continuing Order
HB 1531-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
records; adding s. 119.011(3)-(6), Florida Statutes; amending s.
119.07, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, and adding sub
sections (3) and (4) to said section; defining certain words and
phrases; providing that certain criminal intelligence and in
vestigative information are exempt from disclosure provisions of
the public record law; providing for deletion of confidential in
formation from public records produced for inspection; provid
ing for judicial inspection and determination; exempting confi
dential records received from non-Florida criminal justice agen
cies; providing authority to charge for costs; providing an
effective date.
-was taken up on second reading, pending on motion by
Mr. Martinez to adopt Amendment 1. Without objection, the
amendment was withdrawn.
Representatives Fontana and Martinez offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 2-On page 3, lines 23-29, strike all of said lines
and insert: (g) Any criminal intelligence information or crimi

nal investigative information including the photograph, name,
address or other fact or information which reveals the identity
of the victim of any sexual battery as defined by Chapter 794 or
child abuse as defined by Chapter 827 is exempt from the
provisions of subsection (1).
(h) Any criminal intelligence information or criminal in
vestigative information which reveals the personal assets of
the victim of a crime, other than property stolen or destroyed
during the commission of the crime, is exempt from the pro
visions of subsection (1).
(i) All criminal intelligence and criminal investigative in
formation received by a criminal justice agency prior to Janu
ary 25, 1979 is confidential and is exempt from the provi
sions of subsection (1).
(j) Nothing herein shall be construed to exempt from sub
section (1) records made part of a court file and not specifi-
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cally closed by order of court except as provided in para
graphs(d),(e), and(!) of subsection(2).

and redesignate the subsequent paragraphs
Mr. Martinez moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representatives Fontana and Martinez offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 3-On page 4, line 13, after the word "arrested"
insert: or the victim of a crime except as provided in sub

section (2)(g),

Mr. Martinez moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Patchett offered the following amendment:
Amendment 4-On page 2, lines 9-13, strike all of said lines
and insert: forseeable future. In addition, criminal intelligence
and

Mr. Patchett moved the adoption of the amendment. On
motion by Mr. Crawford, the amendment was laid on the table.
Representative Bush offered the following amendment:
Amendment 5-On page 4, line 2, after the word "defendant"
insert: after arrest or
Mr. Bush moved the adoption of the ,amendment, which
failed of adoption.
Representatives Sadowski and Fox offered the following
amendment:
Amendment 6-On page 3, line 29, strike the period and in
sert: or to those records containing inactive criminal intelli-.

gence information and inactive criminal investigative infor�
mation relating to the person or group of persons seeking
to inspect and examine such records.

Mr. Sadowski moved the adoption of the amendment. Pend
ing consideration thereofRepresentative Patchett offered the following substitute
amendment:
Substitute Amendment 6-On page 3, lines 23-29, strike all
of said lines and redesignate the subsequent paragraphs
Mr. Patchett moved the adoption of the substitute amend
ment. On motion by Mr. Crawford, the substitute amendment
was laid on the table.
The question recurred on the adoption of Amendment 6,
which failed of adoption.
Representative Moffitt offered the following amendment:
Amendment 7-On page 4, line 29, insert after the period:
If the court finds no basis for the assertion of the exemption
it may order the records to be disclosed.
Mr. Moffitt moved the adoption of the amendment, which
was adopted.
Representative Watt offered the following amendment:
Amendment 8-On page 1, line 26, strike "anticipate" and
"possible"
Mr. Watt moved the adoption of the amendment. Pending
consideration thereofMr. C. F. Jones moved the previous question on the amend
ment and the bill, which was agreed to. The question recurred
on the adoption of Amendment 8, which failed of adoption.
Under Rule 8.19, the bill was referred to the Engrossing Clerk.
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"An act relating to the State Apprenticeship Council; amend
ing s. 446.031, Florida Statutes; providing that the council
shall serve in an advisory capacity to the Division of Labor
of the Department of Labor and Employment Security;
modifying the membership of the council; limiting voting
power of certain members thereof; limiting terms; modi
fying meeting schedule; providing for expiration of terms
of members currently serving unless reappointed; pro
viding an effective date."
This bill proposes a revision of Section 446.031, F .S. relating
to the State Apprenticeship Council. It modifies the member
ship of the State Apprenticeship Council which is a council
advisory to the Division ctr Labor. It provides that the Gov
ernor shall appoint four members representing nonjoint em
ployer organizations and four members representing joint em
ployee organizations to the Council and that these eight mem
bers shall appoint two additional members who shall be mem
bers of the public. The bill also limits the voting power of cer
tain members, modifies the meeting schedule, limits terms, and
provides :for expiration of the terms that members are cur
rently serving, unless reappointed.
Some of the proposed revisions contained in this bill, such
as providing that the Apprenticeship Council be an advisory
body to the Division of Labor of the Department of Labor and
Employment Security and the limitations on the number of
meetings held yearly, are appropriate for consideration. How
ever, the membership and term revisions could restrict our capa
bility of achieving the goals of the program.
The Chief Executive must not be unduly and unnecessarily
restrained in his appointive duties and responsibilities if his
appointments are to be of the highest quality.
This · bill causes excessive restrictions on my appointive
powers as Chief Executive. Examples of the restrictions in the
bill are as follows:
1. It limits the Chief Executive to appointing only non
joint employers, which are defined as an employer "who does
not participate in a collective bargaining agreement and repre
sents mana�ment. " This would prevent consideration for ap
pointment, those employers who participate in collective bar
gaining. This limitation will be an increasing restriction as
the economy of the State becomes more diverse and less de
pendent on the construction trades. Management representatives
of these new segments of Florida's economy should be eligible
for appointment.
2. The bill further limits the Chief Executive's appointive
powers in that it limits the number of terms an individual may
serve to two. There could be very qualified individuals serving
th3:t a :newI-r el�cted Governor may wish to 1;etain, but the limi
tation m this bill would preclude the reappomtment if the indi
vidual has already served two terms.
. At present, the statute does not restrict the Chief Executive's
appointive power. It is premature to judge the Chief Executive's
appoint111;ents prior to their being named and having had an
opportumty to serve.
,At t�mes, ap�ointments to boards cause a weighting to one
viewpomt or philosophy, and when new appointments are avail
able, attempts should be made to bring that council or board
back to a balance. I can assure you that my appointments to
this Council will be well balanced to support the success and
growth of this Council and program.
In evaluating the proposed change, it should be remembered
�his is an advi.sory council. This Administration's commitment
1s �o an eff4:lct1ve, unb�ased and open apprenticeship program.
It 1s my belief that this can be achieved with the advice of a
State Apprenticeship Council appointed under the current law.
For t�e above reasons, I am withholding my approval of
House �111 233, Regular Session of the Legislature, commencing
on April 3, 1979, and do hereby veto the same.
Sincerely,

BOB GRAHAM
Governor

.-and the above vetoed bill (1979 Regular Session) together
w�th the Governor's objections thereto, was referred to' the Com
mittee on Commerce.
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Messages from the Senate
The Honorable J. Hyatt Brown, Speaker

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed SB 132 and requests the concurrence o:f
the House.
Joe Brown, Secretary

By Senator AndersonSB 132-A bill to be entitled An act relating to the Retail
Installment Sales Act; adding subsection (3) to s. 520.32,
Florida Statutes, relating to the payment of license fees by
retail sellers engaged in installment transactions, to exempt
certain retail sellers; providing an effective date.
-was read the first time by title and placed on the Calendar
without reference.
The Honorable J. Hyatt Brown, Speaker

I am directed to inform the House of Representatives that
the Senate has passed with amendmentsBy the Committee on Criminal Justice and Representative
CrawfordHB 1531-A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
records; adding s. 119.011(3)-(6), Florida Statutes; amending s.
119.07, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, and adding sub
sections (3) and (4) to said section; defining certain words and
phrases; providing that certain criminal intelligence and in
vestigative information are exempt from disclosure provisions of
the public record law; providing for deletion of confidential in
formatio_n �r<;>m public :records produc�d f?r inspectioi:i; provid
mg �or Jud1c1al msJ?ect1on and determmat1on; exemptmg confi
d�ntml rec?r.ds received. from non-Florida criminal justice agen
cies; providmg authority to charge for costs; providing an
effective date.
-and requests the concurrence of the House.
Joe Brown, Secretary

Senate -A;mendment I
_ -On pages 1-5, beginning on line 20,
pag� 1, strike ev�rythmg after the enacting clause and insert:
Section 1. Subsections (3), (4), (5), and (6) are added to section
119.011, Florida Statutes, to read:
119.011 Definitions.-For the purpose of this chapter:
(3) "Criminal intelligence information" means information
C?llected by a criminal justice agency with respect to an identi
fiable person or groups of persons in an effort to anticipate'
prevent, or monitor possible criminal activity.
_(4) "Criminal investigative information" means information
�1th respect to an identifiable person or group of persons com
pile<! b_y a .crimiiJal �ustice agency in the course of cond�cting
a cr1mmal mvest1gation of a specific act or omission including
but not limited to information derived from laboratory tests
repor!s of investigators or informants, or from any type of
surveillance.
(_ 5� T!_ie wo.rd '_'act�ve" shall have the following meaning:
cnmmal mv�st�gative mformation shall be considered "active"
as l?ng: as 1� 1s related to an ongoing investigation which is
continumg with a reaso_nabl�, good faith anticipation of securing
?,n a!rest 01; prosecution m the foreseeable future. Criminal
!nt_elhgence 1nfo_rmat�on shall be �onsidered active as long as
It Is related �o mte�hgence �athermg conducted with a reason
able, good faith b�hef that 1t will lead to detection of ongoing
?r re�sonably anticipated criminal activities. In addition criminal
u�telhgence and criminal investigative information shail be con
s1d4:lred active while they are directly related to pending prose
cutions_ or _appeals. Th!) word "active" shall not apply to in
form_a�10n m cases which
are barred from prosecution under
provis10ns of s. 775.15 or other statutes of limitation.
(6) "Criminal justice agency" means any law enforcement
agency, court, or prosecut<;>r. Th!! �erm also includes any other
agency charged by law with cr1mmal law enforcement duties
o:r any ag�ni:y haying c:iist�dy 9f criminal intelligence informa�
tio� �r cnmmal mvestigat1ve mformation for the purpose of
as_s1s_tmg .such �aw �nforcement agencies in the conduct of active
crmnnal investigation or prosecution, or for the purpose of liti-
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gating civil actions under the Racketeer Influenced and Cor
rupt Organization Act1 during the time that such agencies are
in possession of crimmal intelligence information or criminal
investigative information pursuant to their criminal law en
forcement duties.

'l!ro?1ided in subsection (2)(g), �he time, date, and location of the
incident _and the arrest, the crime charged, all documents given
or required by_ law or. agency •�ul� to be given to the person
arrested, and informatwn and indictments except as provided
in s. 905.26.

Section 2. Subsection (2) of section 119.07, Florida Statutes,
1978 Supplement, is amended and subsections (3) and (4) are
added to said section to read:

(4) Any person who has custody of public records and who
asse1·ts that an exemption provided in subsection (2) or in
general or special law applies to a particular record shall
delete or excise from the record only that portion of the record
for which an exemption is asserted and shall produce for in
spection and examination the remainder of such record. In any
action in which an exemption is asserted pursuant to para
graphs (d), (e), and (f) of subsection (2), the record or
records shall be submitted in camera to the court for a de
novo inspection. In the case of an exemption asserted pursuant
to paragraph (c) of subsection (2) an in camera inspection
shall be discretionary with the court. If the court finds no
basis for the assertion of the exemption it shall order the
records to be disclosed.

119.07

Inspection and examination of records; exemptions.

(2) (a) All public records which are presently provided by
law to be confidential or which are prohibited from being in
spected by the public, whether by general of special law, shall
be exempt from the provisions of subsection (1).
(b) All public records referred to in ss. 198.09, 199.222,
228.093, 257.261, 288.075, 624.311(2), 624.319(3) and (4),
657.061(3), 658.10(3), and 794.03 are exempt from the provi
sions of subsection (1).
(c) Active criminal intelligence information and active
criminal investigative information are exempt from the pro
visions of subsection (1).
(d) Any information revealing the identity of confidential
informants or sources is exempt from the provisions of sub
section (1).
(e) Any information revealing surveillance techniques or
procedures or personnel is exempt from the provisions of sub
section (1).
(I) Any information revealing undercover personnel of any
criminal justice agency is exempt from th:e provisions of sub
section (1).
(g) Any criminal intelligence information or criminal in
vestigative information includng the photograph, name, ad
dress or other fact or information which reveals the identity
of the victim of any sexual battery as defined by Chapter 794
or child abuse as defined by Chapter 827 is exempt from the
provisions of subsection (1).
(h) Any criminal intelligence information or criminal in
vestigative information which reveals the personal assets of
the victim of a crime, other than property stolen or destroyed
during the commission of the crime, is exempt from. the pro
visions of subsection (1).
(i) All criminal intelligence and criminal investigative in
formation received by a criminal ju8tice agency prior to Jan
uary 25, 1979 is exempt from the provisions of subsection (1);
provided, however, after December 81, 1980, all written crim
inal intelligence or criminal investigative information which is
not active shall be open to the person to whom the record
pe1·tains unless the information is exempted by paragraphs (d),
(e), or (f) of this subsection or relates to any other person.
(j) Nothing herein shall be construed to exempt from sub
section (1) records made part of a court file and not specifi
cally closed by order of court except as provided in paragraphs
(d), (e), and (I) of subsection (2).
(k) The provisions of this section are not intended to ex
pand or limit the provisions of Rule 8.220, Florida Rules of
Criminal Procedure, regarding the right and extent of dis
covery by the state and a defendant in a criminal prosecu
tion.

(l) � Examination questions and answer sheets of ex
aminations administered by a governmental agency for the
purpose of licensure, certification, or employment shall be
exempt from the provisions of subsection (1). However, an
examinee shall have the right to review his own completed
examination.
(m) The home address, telephone number and photograph
of law enforcement personnel, the home address, telephone
number, photograph and place of employment of the spouse
and children of law enforcement personnel, and the names and
location11 of schools attended by the children of law enforce
ment personnel are exempt from the '1}rovisions of subsection
(1).
(8) "Criminal intelligence information" and "criminal in
vestigative information" shall not include the time, date, loca
tion, and nature of a reported crime, th:e name, sex, age, and
address of a person arrested or the victim of a crime except as

Section 3. Whenever criminal intelligence information or
criminal investigative information held by a non-Florida crim
inal justice agency is available to a Florida criminal iustice
agency only on a confidential or similarly restricted basis, the
Florida criminal justice agency may obtain and use such in;
formation in accordance with the conditions imposed by the
providing agency.
Section 4. In the case of records produced under this act,
when the nature or volume of records is such as to require
extensive clerical or supervisory assistance by personnel of the
agency involved, the agency may charge, in addition to the
actual cost of duplication, a reasonable charge, approved by
the Department of Administration, for the provision of such
clerical or supervisory personnel.
Section 5. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
Senate Amendment 2-On page 1 in the title, line 8, after
"information" insert: and certain information relating to law
enforcement personnel and their families
Representative Crawford offered the following amendment
to Senate Amendment 1:
House Amendment 1 to Senate Amendment 1-On page 3,
line 32-line 4, on page 4, strike "; provided, however, after

December 81, 1980, all written criminal intelligence or criminal
investigative information which is not active shall be open to
the person to whom the record pertains unless the information
is exempted by paragraphs (d), (e), or (!) of this subsection
or relates to any other person. and insert a period.

Mr. Crawford moved the adoption of the amendment to the
amendment, which was adopted.
On motions by Mr. Crawford, the House concurred in Senate
Amendments 1, as amended, and 2. The question recurred on
the passage of HB 1531. The vote was:
Yeas-106
The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Beard
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Crady
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Davis

Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
Flinn
Flynn
Fontana
Gallagher
Gardner
Gersten
Girardeau
Gustafson
Haben
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, L. R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Healey

Hector
Hieber
Hodes
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Jennings
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson, R. C.
Jones, C.F.
Jones, D. L.
Kelly
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Malloy

Margolis
Martin
Martinez
McCall
McPherson
Meek
Melby
Mica
Mitchel]
Moffitt
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Patchett
Plummer
Price
Reynolds
Robinson
Rosen
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Ryals
Sample
Shackelford
Silver
Smith,C.R.

Smith,J.H.
Smith,L.J.
Spaet
Thomas
Thompson

Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Weinstock

Williams
Woodruff
Young

Sadowski
Sheldon

Watt

Nay&-7
Fox
Gordon

Mills
Pajcic
Votes after roll call:

Consideration of Bills and Joint Resolution on Third
Reading
BB 41-A bill to be entitled An act relating to minors;

creating s. 562.485, Florida Statutes, prohibiting minors from
attending certain establishments licensed to sell alcoholic bev
erages which .J?ermit certain types of sexual conduct on the
premises; providing a penalty; providing an effective date.
-was read the third time by title. On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-108
Kelly
Kershaw
Kirkwood
Kiser
Kutun
Lehman
Lewis,J. W.
Liberti
Lippman
Lockward
Malloy
Margolis
Martin
Martinez
McCall
McPherson
Meek
Melby
Mica
Mills
Mitchell
Moffitt
Morgan
Myers
Nergard
Nuckolls
Ogden

Amendment 2-On page 1, lines 4-8, strike "making sum:·
mary arrest of persons found on premises in which the
property specified in the warrant is found discretionary with
the officer executing process;"
Mr. Beard moved the adoption of the amendment, which was
adopted.

Yeas-104

. Subsequently, Ms. Rosen moved that the House reconsider
the vote by which HB 1531 passed. On motion by Mr. Fontana,
the motion to reconsider was laid on the table and the action,
together with the bill and amendments thereto, was immediately
certified to the Senate.

Flinn
Flynn
Fontana
Fox
Gallagher
Gardner
Gersten
Girardeau
Gustafson
Hagler
Hall
Hattaway
Hawkins, L.R.
Hawkins, M. E.
Hazouri
Healey
Hector
Hieber
Hodes
Hodges
Hollingsworth
Jennings
Johnson, A. E.
Johnson, B. L.
Johnson,R. C.
Jones, C. F.
Jones, D. L.

The Committee on Rules & Calendar offered the followini
title amendment:

The question recurred on the passage of SB 313. The vote
was:

Yea to Nay-Cox
So the bill passed as further amended.

The Chair
Allen
Barrett
Batchelor
Beard
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Crady
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley
Eckhart
Evans
Ewing
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O'Malley
Pajcic
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer
Price
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Sadowski
Sample
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith, C.R.
Smith,J.H.
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Nays-1
Gordon
Representative Davis abstained from voting.
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Spaet, Reynolds
Yeas to Nays-A. E. Johnson
So the bill passed, as amended, and was immediately certified
to the Senate.
SB 313-A bill to be entitled An act relatin� to issuance
of search warrants; amending s. 933,0'7, Florida Statutes;
specifying content of search warrants; making summary arrest
of persons found on premises in which the property specified
in the warrant is found discretionary with the officer executing
process; providing an effective date.
-was read the third time by title.

The Chair
Allen
Bankhead
Barrett
Batchelor
Beard
Bell
Boles
Brantley
Burnsed
Burrall
Bush
Campbell
Carlton
Carpenter
Conway
Cox
Crady
Crawford
Crotty
Danson
Davis
Deratany
Dunbar
Dyer
Easley

Johnson, A. E.
Eckhart
Evans
Johnson; B. L.
Ewing
Johnson,R. C.
Jones, C. F.
Flinn
Jones, D. L.
Flynn
Kirkwood
Fontana
Fox
Kiser .
Gallagher
Kutun
Lehman
'Gardner
Lewis, J. W.
Gersten
Liberti
Girardeau
Lippman
Gordon
Lockward
Gustafson
Haben
Margolis
Hagler
Martinez
Hall
McCall
Hattaway
McPherson .
Hawkins, L. R. Meek
Hawkins,M. E. Melby
Mica
Hazouri
Healey
Mills
Mitchell
Hector
Hieber
Moffitt
Hodes
Morgan
Hodges
M:\"ers
Nergard
Jennings

Nuckolls
Ogden
O'Malley
Patchett
Patterson
Plummer
Price
Robinson
Rosen
Ryals
Shackelford
Sheldon
Silver
Smith,C.R.
Smith,J.H.
Thomas
Thompson
Tygart
Upchurch
Ward
Warner
Watt
Weinstock
Williams
Woodruff
Young

Nays-1
Sadowski
Votes after roll call:
Yeas-Malloy, Spaet, Reynolds, Sample
Yeas to Nays-Upchurch
So the bill passed, as further amended, and was immediately
certified to the Senate after engrossment.
Under Rule 7.111 HB 839, a similar or companion measure,

������

BB 675-A bill to be entitled An act relating to common
carriers; amending and renumbering ss. 352.22, 352.23, and 352.24, Florida Statutes, revising the classes of persons to whom
free or reduced transportation may be granted, to include
sheriffs on official duty, public officers and employees travel
ing to promote economic development or tourism, and certain
business persons connected with such promotion; deleting spe
cific references to railroads; providing for reports of free or
reduced transportation by common carriers; revising penalties
to conform; directing that changes in terminology be made; pro
viding an effective date.
-was read the third time by title. On passage, the vote was:
Yeas-109
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1978 Supplement; redefining "physical therapist"; providing an
effective date.
-and requests the concurrence of the Senate.
Allen Morris, Clerk
Amendment 1-On page 1, line 14, insert after "upon the"':
oral or written
Amendment 2-On page 1, line 16, strike , or upon the referral
of, and in consultation with, any such person
Amendment 3-0n page 1, line 19, insert: and renumber
following section:
Section 2. Chapter 486, Florida Statutes, shall stand re
pealed on July 1, 1985, and shall be reviewed by the Legislature
pursuant to the Regulatory Reform Act of 1976, as amended.
Amendment 4-On page 1 in title, line 5, insert after the
semi-colon:
repealing chapter 486, Florida Statutes;
On motions by Senator Poole, the Senate concurred in the
House amendments.
SB 446 passed as amended and the action of the Senate was
certified to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-37
Mr. President Gordon
McClain
Thomas
Anderson
Gorman
Tobiassen
McKnight
Hair
Trask
Neal
Barron
Henderson
Vogt
Peterson
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Ware
Poole
Hill
Childers, D.
Scarborough Williamson
Holloway
Childers, W. D. Jenne
Winn
Skinner
Dunn
Spicola
Johnston
Steinberg
Fechtel
MacKay
Frank
Stuart
Maxwell
Nays-None
Vote after roll call:
Yea-Scott
The bill was ordered engrossed an& then enrolled.
The Honorable Philip D. Lewis, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the House of Rep
resentatives refused to recede from House Amendments 1 and 2
to SB 1297 and acceded to the request of the Senate for a Con
ference Committee. The Speaker has appointed Representa
tives Morgan, Bell, Robinson, Mann, Hodes, C. F. Jones, Easley
and T. F. Lewis as the Conferees on the part of the House,
and Representatives Sadowski, Pajcic and Batchelor as alter
nates.
Allen Morris, Clerk

The President appointed Senator Gordon, chairman; Senators
W. D. Childers, Peterson, Vogt, Myers, Scott, McClain and
Hair; and Senators Maxwell, Skinner and Johnston as alter
nates.
The Honorable Philip D. Lewis, President

I am directed to inform the Senate that the Speaker of the
House of Representatives has appointed Representatives Martin,
Hazouri, Kutun, Watt and Gustafson as conferees on the part
of the House on HB 1046.
Allen Morris, Clerk

SPECIAL ORDER
!5:8 A bill to be entitled An act relating to public
recor s; adding s. 119.011(3)-(6), Florida Statutes; amending s.
119.07, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, and adding sub-
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sections (3) and (4) to said section; definini certain words and
phrases; providing that certain criminal intelligence and in
vestigative information are exempt from disclosure provisions of
the public record law; providing for deletion of confidential in
formation from public records produced for inspection; provid
ing for judicial inspection and determination; exempting confi
dential records received from non-Florida criminal justice agen
cies; providing authority to charge for costs; providing an
effective date.
-was read the second time by title.
The Committee on Governmental Operations offered the fol
lowing amendment which was moved by Senator Spicola:
Amendment 1-On pages 1-5, beginning on line 20, page 1,
strike everything after the enacting clause and insert: Section
1. Subsections (8), (4), (5), and (6) are added to section 119.011,
Florida Statutes, to read:
119.011 Definitions.-For the purpose of this chapter:
(3) "Criminal intelligence information" means information
collected by a criminal justice agency with respect to an identi
fiable person or groups of persons in an effort to anticipate,
prevent, or monitor possible criminal activity.
(4) "Criminal investigative information" means information
with respect to an identifiable person or group of persons,
compiled by a criminal justice agency in the course of con
ducting a criminal investigation of a specific act or omission,
including but not limited to information derived from labora
tory tests, reports of investigators or informants, or from any
type of surveillance.
(5) The word "active" shall have the following meaning:
criminal investigative information shall be considered "active"
as long as it is related to an ongoing investigation which is
continuing with a reasonable, good faith anticipation of securing
an arrest or prosecution in the foreseeable future. Criminal
intelligence information shall be considered active as long as it
is related to intelligence gathering conducted with a reasonable,
good faith belief that it will lead to detection of ongoing or
reasonably anticipated criminal activities. In addition, criminal
intelligence and criminal investigative information shall be
considered active while they are directly related to pending
prosecutions or appeals. The word "active" shall not ap:ply
to information in cases which are barred from prosecution
under provisions of s. 775.15 or other statutes of limitation.
(6) "Criminal justice agency" means any law enforcement
agency, court, or prosecutor. The term also includes any other
agency charged by law with criminal law enforcement duties,
or any agency having custody of criminal intelligence informa
tion or criminal investigative information for the purpose of
assisting such law enforcement agencies in the conduct of
active criminal investigation or prosecution, or for the purpose
of litigating civil actions under the Racketeer Influenced and
Corrupt Organization Act, during the time that such agencies
are in possession of criminal intelligence information or
criminal investigative information pursuant to their criminal
law enforcement duties.
Section 2. Subsection (2) of section 119.07, Florida Statutes,
1978 Supplement, is amended and subsections (3) and (4) are
added to said section to read:
119.07 Inspection and examination of records; exemptions.
(2)(a) All public records which are presently provided by
law to be confidential or which are prohibited from being in
spected by the public, whether by general of special law, shall
be exempt from the provisions of subsection (1).
(b) All public records referred to in ss. 198.09, 199.222,
228.093, 257.261, 288.075, 624.311(2), and 624.819(3) and (4),
657.061(3), 658.10(8), and 794.03 are exempt from the provi
sions of subsection (1).
(c) Active criminal intelligence information and active
criminal inves.tigative information are exempt from the pro
visions of subsection (1).
(d) Any information revealing the identity of confidential
informa,nts or sources is exempt from the pr(J1)fflons of sub
section (1).
(e) Any information revealing surveilla,nce techniques or
procedures or pers.onnel is exempt from the provisions of sub
section (1).
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. (I) Any information revealing undercover personnel
criminal justice agency is exempt from the provisions o
section (1).

any
sub

(g) Any criminal intelligence information or criminal in
vestigative information including the photograph, name, address
or other fact O'r information whick reveals the identity of the
victim of any sexual battery as defined by Chapter 794 or
child abuse aa defined by Chapter 827 is oo;empt from the
provisions of subsecfnon (1).
(h) Any criminal intelligence information or criminal in
vestigative information which reveals the personal assets of
tke victim of a crime, other than property stolen or destroyed
during the commission of the crime, is exempt from the pro
vis.ions of subsection (1).
(i) All criminal intelligence and criminal investigative in
formation received by a criminal justice agency prior to January
25, 1979 is exempt from the provisions of subsection (1): pro
vided, however, after December 81, 1980, all written criminal
intelligence or criminal investigative information which is not
active shall be open to the person to whom the record pertains
unless the information is exempted by paTagraphs (d), (e), or
(f) of flhis subsection or relates to any other person.

May 23, 1979

actual cost of duplication, a reasonable charge, approved by the
Department of Administration, for the provision of such cleri
cal or supervisory personnel.
Section 5. This act shall take effect upon becoming a law.
Senator Poole moved the following amendment to Amendment
1 which failed:
Amendment 1A-On page 8, line 82, strike everything after
"subsection (1)" and strike line 38 on page 3; and lines 1-4
on page 4 and insert:
Senator Gordon moved the following amendments to Amend
ment 1 which failed:
Amendment lB--On page 1, line 7, strike "anticipate,"
Amendment tC--On age 1, line 8, strike entire line and
insert: activity, as base/upon confirmed reports by that agency
that such criminal activity is in fact taking place but for
which no substantial e-vidence leading to possible prosecution
has been obtained.

( i) Nothing herein shall be construed to exempt from sub
section (1) records made part of a court file and not specifi
cally closed by order of court except as provided in paragraphs
(d), (e), and(/) of subsection (2).

anticipated"

(k) The provisions of this section aTe not intended to ex
pand or limit the provisions of Rule 8.220, Florida Rules of
Criminal Procedure, regarding the right and extent of discovery
by the state and a defendant in a criminal prosecution.

was an agency promise or implicit agreement to hold the matter
in confidence; and provided that the terms "informant" or
"source" do not include another federal, state or local agency.

(l)� Examination questions and answer sheets of exam
inations administered by a governmental agency for the purpose
of licensure, certification, or employment shall be exempt from
the provisions of subsection (1). However, an examinee shall
have the right to review his own completed examination.
(m) The home address, telephone number and photograph
of law enforcement personnel, the home address, telephone
numbe'Y', photograph and place of employment of 1Jhe spouse and
children of law enforcement personnel, and the names and lo
cations of schools attended by the children of law enforcement
personnel are exempt from the provisions of subsection (l).
(8) "Criminal intelligence information" and "criminal in
vestigative information" shall nofJ include the time, date, lo
cation, and nature of a reported crime, the name, sex, age, and
address of a person aTrested or the victim of a crime except
as provided in subsection (2)(g), the time, date, and location
of the incident and the arrest, the crime charged, all documents
given or required by law or agency rule to be given to the
person arrested, and information and indictments except as
provided in s. 905.26.
(4) Any person who has custody of public records and who
asserts that an exemption provided in subsection (2) or in
general or special law. applies to a particular record shall de
lete or excise from the record only that portion of the record
for which an exemption. is asse'Y'ted and• shall produce for in
spection and examination the remainder of such record. In any
action in which an exemption is asserted pursuant to para
graphs (d), (e), and (f) of subsection (2), the record or
records shall be submitted in camera to the court! for a de novo
inspection. In the case of an exemption asserted pursuant to
paragraph (c) of subsection (2) an in camera inspection shall
be discretionary with the court. If the court finds no basis for
the assertion of the exemption it shall order the records to be
disclosed.

Section 3. · Whenever criminal intelligence information or
criminal investigative information held by a non-Florida crim
inal justice agency is available to a Florida criminal justice
agency only on a confidential or similarly restricted basis, the
Florida criminal justice agency may obtain and use such infor
mation in accordance with the conditions imposed by the
providing agency.
Section 4. In the case of records produced under this act,
when the nature or volume of records is such as to require ex
tensive clerical or supervisory assistance by personnel of the
agency involved, the agency may charge, in addition to the

Amendment lD-On page 2, line 7, strike "or reasonably

Amendment lE-On page 3, line 11, strike entire line and in
sert: Provisions of subsection (1): provided however that there

Amendment IF-On page 5, lines 17 through 23 inclusive,
strike entire seven lines (Section 3.)
Senator Steinberg moved the following amendment to Amend
ment 1 which failed:
Amendment lG-On page 5, line 24, insert: Section · 4.

In accordance with this act only public records information
may be sent in response to requests made by the private inter
national criminal police organization known as INTERPOL.

and renumber subsequent sections
Amendment 1 was adopted.
The Committee on Governmental Operations offered the fol
lowing amendment which was moved by Senator Spicola and
adopted:
Amendment 2-On page 1 in title, line 8, after "information"
insert: and certain information relating to law enforcement
personnel and their families
On motion by Senator Spicola, by two-thirds vote HB 1531 as
amended was read the third time by title, passed, and certified
to the House. The vote on passage was:
Yeas-38
Mr. President
Anderson
Barron
Carlucci
Chamberlin
Childers, D.
Childers, W. D.
Dunn
Fechtel
Frank

Gorman
Grizzle
Hair
Henderson
Hill
Holloway
Jenne
Johnston
MacKay
Maxwell

McClain
McKnight
Myers
Neal
Peterson
Poole
Scarborough
Scott
Skinner
Spicola

Steinberg
Stuart
Tobiassen
Trask
Vogt
Ware
Williamson
Winn

Nays-1
Gordon
CONSENT CALENDAR
By the Committee on Judiciary�Criminal and Senators Scott,
Poole, WiIIiamson and Fechtel, CS for SB 566 was read the
first time by title and SB 566 was laid on the table.

No. 52,796

B. W. WAIT, III, as Director
of Utilicies Co!llllli.ssion, City
of �ew Smyr.ia Beach, Florida,
and UTILITIES COMMISSION, City
of �ew Smy-::na Beach, Florida,
Petitioners,

vs.

FLORIDA ?OWER & LIGHT COMPANY,
a Florida corporation,
Respondent:.

(January 25, 1979]

ALDER."11Al.'t, j.

T�e City of �ew Smyrna Beacn Ut�lities Cotr:mission and
its director seek review of two issues decided by the First

District Cour.: of Appeal in Wait v. Florida Power & Light: �o.
353 So.2d 1265 (Fla. 1st DC.\ 1978).

The dist=ict court, in

Wait, held that section 119.11(2), Florida Statutes (1975),

which provides thac. the filing of a nocice of appeal by a public
agency does not operate as an automatic stay of a lower court's
order requiring the agency to open its records for inspection
in accordance with the Public Records Act, chapter 119, controls
over the conflicting provision of Fla. App. Rule 5.12(1), which
provides that the filing of a notice of appeal by a ?Ublic �ody
automatically stays the order appealed.

The district c ourt, in

Wait, also held that the colI!IIlon law, litigation-related ?rivileges

of attor:iey-client and work product are not exempted from the
Public �ecords Act.1
�e accepted jurisdiction of this cause

=o =esolve the

conflict between the decision of the First District in tne present
case and the decision of the FouFth District in Clark v. Walton,
347 So.2d 670 (Fla. 4th DCA 1977), which held that the automatic
stay provision of r�le 1.12(1) takes precedence over
the conflicting language of :ection 119.11(2).

We resolve that

conflice by: approving tha holding of the Fou...--1:h District in�
and quashing the decision of the First Distric: to the extent
that it conflicts �-i.th Clark.

We resol�e the =emaining issue by

sustaining the First District's holding that the ?ublic Records
Act exempts only those records that are proviced by statutory
law to be confidential or which are ex;,ressly exe!!l?ted by
general or, special law.

New Smyrna and Florida Power & Light are engaged in litiga
tion before the United States �uclear Regulaco:-y Commission over
the construction and operation of Florida Power & Light's nuclear
units.

Pursuant to the Public Records Act, F:orida Power� Light

requested to inspect �ew Smy-rn.a's records concerning the planning,
operation, and maintenance of New Smyr:ia's electrical system.

',men �ew Smyrna denied access to these records on the ground that
its attorney Nould have to review the records and perhaps =emove
some privileged or confidential documents before they would be
made available, Florida Power & Light sought a ·,rrit of mandamus
in the circuit court, alleging a right of access to all of
�ew Smyr.ia's documents.

Holding that the Public Records Act is

applicable to all records and documents in �ew Smyrna's posses
sion, the circui� cou-rt granted Florida Power & Light's application

for writ of mandamus and made its order effective forty-eight
hours after entry unless otherwise ordered by an a�propriata
appellate court.

On appeal, the First District affirmed the

Circuit court's order.

�e will first resolve the conflict bet�een the decisions
1Whether or not there is a constitutional right of pri,acy
which limits the Public Records Act is not ?resented, and we do
not consider that issue in the ?resent case.
-2-

of the First District in Wait and the Fourt1i:District in�
�ew Smyrna contends that Clark is a correct statement of the law
and should be approved because the authority to adopt rules for
the practice and procedure in all court:s is vested in the-Supreme
Court under article V, section 2, Florida Constitution.

It

argues that the granting of a stay, whether upon filing of notice
of appeal or upon �otion, is a step in the enforcement of a final
judgment and is, thus, procedural in nature.

In response, Florida

Povier & Light says that Clark must be reject�d because rule
5.12(1) is substantive in nature due to its effect since, if
an automatic stay is granted simply upon filing of a notice of
appeal, a party can be deprived of its substantive rights granted
tmder chapter 119 tmtil a time when those substantive rights
become meaningless due to the lapse of time.
In oenvard v. Wainwright, 322 So.2d 473, �75 (Fla. 1973),

we disti..�guished substantive law from procedural law, stating:
Substantive law prescribes the duties and
rights under our system of government. !he
responsibility to make substantive law is in the
legislature within the li:nits of the state and
federal constitutions. Procedural law concerns
the means and method co apply and enforce those
duties and rights. Procedural rules concerning
the judicial branch are the responsibility of
this Court, subject to repeal by the legislature
in accordance with our constitutional nrovi.sions.
(Citations omit1:ed.]

The granting a£ a stay, because it is a step in t:te enforcement
of a final judgment, is concerned with "the means and met:i.od to
apply and enforce" substanti•re rights and falls •.-,ithin the

de£inition of procedural law as explained in Benyard.

We

reject Florida Power & Light's contention that rule 5.12(1) is
actually substantive in nature and hold that t:te filing of a
notice of appeal by a public agency from an order requiring the
agency to open its records for inspection in accordance with
the Public Records Act operates as an automatic stay of the
lower court's order.2
Turning now to the second issue, we will consider the
arguments made by New Smy-::na in support of its claimed right to
2i:he present decision is limited to the rela-tionship
between section 119. 11 (2) and the "Florida Appellate Rules, 1962
Revision."
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maintain the confidentiality of its records.

In enacting the

Public Records Act, the legislature stated in section 119.01
that the statute's pur.,ose �as to open all state, county, and
immicipal records for personal inspection by any person. - Certain
public records were exempted fr�m disclosure by section ll9.07(2)(a)
and (b), Florida Statutes (1975), which provides:
(2)(a) All public records which pre
sently are provided by law to be confidential
or which are prohibited from being inspected
by the public, whether by general or special
law, shall be exempt from the provisions of
subsec�ion (1).
(b) All public records referred to in
ss. 794.03, 198.09, 199.222, 658.10(1), 524.319(3),
(4), 624.311(2), and 63.181, are exempt from the
provisions of subsection (1).
The current version of section 119.07(2)(b) has added new exemp
tions while at the same time deleting some of the exemptions =ound
in the 1975 version.

However, these changes have no effect on

our decision.

New Smyrna first contends that section ll9.07(2)(a) should

be construed to create tNO separate and independent exemptions,
one exemption being that presently "provided by law to be con
fidential" and the other being those "prohibited from being
inspected by general or special law."

It then argues chat

Florida courts have long recognized the confidential privileges
of attorney-client and work product, which, at the time the Public
Records Act was enacted, were a part of the cot:m10n law, and
concludes chat: these common law ?rivileges are exempt:ions "provided by law."

In response, Flori:ia Power & Light points out: r:hat:

this same argument: was :-epudiat:ed by the Fo•l:1::1 District: Court
of Appeal in State ex reL Veale v. Citv of 3oca ct.aton, 353 So.2d
1194 (Fla. 4th DCA 1977).
When section ll9.07(Z)(a) was first enac:ed by the legis
lature, it provided:

(a) All public records which presently
are deemed bv law to be confidential or which
are prohioiced rrom being inspected by the
public, whether provided by general or special
acts of the legislature, or which may �ereafter
be so provided, shall be exempt from the
provisions of this section.

Chapter E7-125, Section 7, Laws of Florida.

(Emphasis supplied).

Seizing upon the phrase "deemed by law to be confidential," the
-4-

Second Disc=ict Courc of Appeal, int-Tisher v. News-Press
Publishi�g Co., 310 So.2d 345 (Fla. 2d DCA 1975), rev'd. 3�5 So.2d
646 (Fla. 1977), held thac non-scatutory public policy considera
tions may restricc public access to documents ocherwise deemed
"public records'' within the mea.Jling of c:i.apter 119.

In 1975.

subsequent to the Wisher decision, che legislature amended
section ll9.07(2)(a) by substituting the ?hrasa "provided by law."
It is this amendment by the legislature that the Fourth

District, in State ex rel. Veale, relied upon to reject the
arg,ment that chapter 119 provides an exemption from disclosure
for information deemed confidential by judicial decision.

Ad

dressing this issue, Judge Schwartz, speaking for the Fourth
Distric:, stated:
The statutory amendment which occurred
after the Wisher events makes the propriety,
i�deed, the inevitability, of this resulc all
the more clear. The Second District decision
was bottomed on the court's conclusion that
an exception ;.as properl7 "deemed by law,"
that is, creaced by the law established by
judicial decision-making, to exist. L� face,
� ph�ase does co�oce opinions and deci
sions o� cour=s and Judges. . . .
!t
seems obvious therefore that the vecy
purpose of the statutoey amendment was
S?ecifically to overrule the Second District
�isher conclusion �d preclude judicially
created excepcions to che Act in question.
353 So.2d at 1196.
Ne adopt the rationale of the Fourth District and hold
:hat, in enacting section 119.07(2), Florida Statutes (1975),
the legislature intended to exempt those public records made
confidential by statutory law and not those doc'..llI!ents which are.
confidential or privileged only as a result of the judicially
created privileges of attorney-client and �erk product.

If the

common law privileges are to be included as exemptions, it is

up to t�e legislature, and not chis Court, co :lI!lend the stacute.
�ew Smyrna next argues thac, even

i= the common law

privileges are not "provided by law" and therefore were not
incorporated in s�ction 119.07�2), Florida Statutes (1975),

?Ublic ?Olicy considerations compel recognici�n of these
litigation-related privileges as exemptions to the act. This

-5-

Courts deal

argument should be addressed to the legislature.

with the construction and constitutionality of legislative
determinations, not with their wisdom.

!n t�s case, we are

confined co a determination of the legislature's intent.
!u..-:iing from the const=uction of chapter 119 to its
application, New Smyr.i.a argues that, when Florida Power & Light
chose co litigate before the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, it submitted to the discovery procedures of that
for.ml and waived any rights it might otherwise have had under
chapter 119.

We find �o authority to suppo� the argument

that Flor:.da Power & Light, by engaging in litigation before a
federal forum, has somehow given up its independent statutory
rights to review public records under chapter 119.

The fact

that Florida Power & tight simultaneously engaged in litigation
before a :ederal agency does not in any way ?revent its use of
chapter 119 co gain access to ?Ublic documents.

It is the

federal agency before whom che litigation is ?ending and not
this Court which will decide whether doc"..lillencs obtained pursuant
to chapter 119 can be used in that litigation.

Another argument presented by ttaw Smr-:na is that section

119.07(1) should be construed co provide for reciprocal disclosure
by Florida Power & Light.

!n essence, New Sinyn1a contends we

should hold that, if Florida Power & Light is to have access
to cradi=ionally privileged documents possessed by �ew SmyTna,
then it should have co�arable access to Florida Power & Light's
files.

�ew Smy-ma cices the language of section 119. 07 (1), whi_ch

provides that disclosure be per.::ti.tt:ed only "under reasonable

conditions" and maintains chat reciprocal disclosure by Florida
Power & Light is not only equitable but is also a reasonable
condition for disclosure of sensitive, litigation-related docu
ments .

:•ie find no merit in New Smyrna's argt1I:1ent because we do

not equate the acquisition of ?Ublic iocuments under chapter 119
wit� t�e rights of discovery afforded a litigant by judicially
created :-ules of ?rccedure and because we simply cannot construe
the language of section 119.07(1) in the fashion suggested by
New Smy-:-:ia.

That ?Or':ion of t:ie stat'.lte relied upon by �Tew

-6-

Smyrna p=ovides that examination of public records shall be
permitted "at reasonable times, under reasonable conditions, and
under su?ervision by the custodian of the records or his
designee."

It is clear to us

chat this statutory phrase refers

not co conditions which :nust be fulfilled before review is
permitted

but to =easonable regulations that would permit

the custodian of :he records to protect them ==om alteration, dacag� or desc=uction and also to ensure that the ?erson
reviewing the records is not subjected to physical constraints

designed to preclude review.

We have considered the ocher arguments presented by
Yew S�a and find them to be without merit.

Accordingly, the

decision of the First District is quashed to the extent that it
holds chat rule 5.12(1) does not control ove= section

119.11(2), Florida Statutes (1975), and it

is

approved insofar as

it holds chat chapter 119, Florida Statutes (1975), the P�blic
Records Act, excludes any judicially created privilege of con
fidentiality and exempts from public disclosure only those

public records chac are provided by statutory law co be confi
dential or �hich are expressly exempted by general or special
!tis so orde�ed.

BOYD, OVERTON and H.�TCHETT, JJ., Concur
SUNDBERG, J., Dissents in ?art and concurs in ?art �ith an opinion,
with which ENGLAND, C.J. and ADKnlS, J., Conc�rs

NOT cI�AI. u"NTI� T!�J:: EX?IRES TO cILE REH�I�G MOTION AND, IF
FILED, �E�E.RMINED.
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SUNDBERG, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part.
I concur in all portions of the ;:;iajority opinion except that
which holds that Florida Appellate Ru�e �.12(1) controls over the
provisions of section ll9.ll(2), FJ.orida Statutes (1975).

I dissent

from that portion of the opinion not because I would characterize the
power of the judiciary to grant stays in ':..�e enforcement of a judgment
as substantiv�.

I agree completely with the proposition that the

exercise of judicial discretion as to whether a stay of a judicial act
pending appeal should be invoked is a matter of practice and procedure
within t.�e pu.rview of those ter:ns as defi.�ed in 3enyard v. Wainwright,
322 So.2d 473 (Fla. 1975), and In re Florida Rules of Crimin�l Procedure,
272 So.2d 65 (Fla. 1972).

However, .c:ule 5.12(1) deals not at all with

the exercise of judicial discretion.
it makes the stay automatic.

irnere a public body is concerned,

Granted, section (2) of the ::::ule �er.nits

the exercise of judicial discretion upon motion of a party and good
cause shown.

Nevertheless, I deem section (l) of the rule to be

nothing more than a policy decision of general application by this
Court.

Consequently, where the legislature has concluded, as they have

in section ll9.ll(2), that special cir::=stances outweigh t.�e policy
considerations in favor of permitting an automatic stay for govern
mental entities, I perceive no conflict with the Court rule of general
application.

There is no unconstitutional intrusion into the realm

of that whic.� must be the exclusive ?rerogative of the judiciary in
our system of coordinate branches of goverr.ment.

The statute a.scpressly

recognizes the authority of an appellate court to exercise its judicial
discretion to enter a stay.
af!ected by the statute.

It is only the automatic stay which is

This appears to me to be an entirely

reasonable response by the legislature to promote t.�e salutary ?Ur;,oses
of the Public Records Act.

It requires little imagination to perceive

that the purposes of the act can be completely frust=ated by applica
tion of the automatic stay provisions of rule 5.12(1).
Accordingly, I would hold that this matter falls wi�hin the
"'twilight zone' where a stat�te or rule will be characterized as

-a-

substantive or procedural according to the nature of the proble.� for
l
and, therefore, the general
whic h a characterization :nus,: be made"
policy considerations of rule S .12 (l)· should give way to the special
?olicy considerations inherent in sec�ion 119.11(2), ?lori�a Statutes
(1975).
ENGL.1ND, C.J. and ADKINS, J., Concur

In re Florida Rules of Criminal ?rocedure, 272 So.2d at 66.
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_I. SU-!Ml.RY:
A. Present Situation:

The records of all law enforcerrent and criminal justice agencies nay
be subject to public inspection as provided by s. 119. 07, F.S.
See Wait v. Florida Power and Light carpmy, case No. 52, 79 6
(Fla. 1979).

B. Effect of Prop:,sed Olanges:

rould exenpt from the public records law, Chapter 119, F.s., active
criminal intelligence info.mation, active criminal investigative
infornation, and infornation revealing the identity of confidential
informants, surveill ance techniques or personnel, and undercover
personnel. rould exeript all criminal intelligence and investigative
infornation received bY a criminal justice agency prior to
January 25, 1979. This exatption is qualified bY providing that
certain inactive infornation shall be open to persons to whom the
records pertain. Infornation received fran a non-Florida agency,
mere a requirerrent of confidentiality is attached, w::mld also be
exeripted. rould define "criminal intelligence_ �onnation,11 "_c;:riminal
investigative infornation," "criminal justice agency," and "active."
rk:>uld require the custodian of any exenpted public record to delete
or excise from the record the portion of the record for mich the
exeription is asserted, and produ� the remainder for inspection and
examination. rould provide a procedure for judicial review. Would
provide for the payrrent of expenses by the requesting party men
the request for infonnation under this act enCCJll)cisses an extensive
clerical or supervisory effort bY the agency. The fees would be
approved by the Depa.rt:nent of 1\dministration.
rould also exclude fran public records infonnation mich reveals the
identity of the victim of sexual battery or child abuse or mich
reveals the personal assets of the victim of a crirce. The bill
states that certain exeriptions apply to records trade part of a court
file (mich are not exeript) •

II.

ECDNCMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL N:7J'E:

The bill nay require extensive clerical or supervisory assistance by
agency personnel, but section 4 allows the agency to assess a
reasonable charge to recover the costs incurred.
III. CXM£Nl'S:
This bill contains no provisions to exclude any infonnation that a
private citizen sul::mits to a criminal justice agency during an
investigation. This infornation nay be required of the individual
or given freely, it nay be about himself or sareone else, it nay be
verified or rurror, and nost inp)rtartly, it nay be truth or
fabrication but no exerrptions or controls are provided.

IV.

CS/SB 315 by Senator Spicola was the Senate Ccrcpanion. The bill
passed the House 9 3-15. The Senate amended it and passed it
38-1. Conference Comnittee was appointed.
SB 1316 by Senator Spicola (similar to HB 1531) passed the Senate
3 5 - 1and the House 9 9 - 10.
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considered . :•acthe!'. as. 1 ong.as. J t. is. related.to.an.ongoj ng.•.•.•

2

investigation. which . is.continuing. with. a. reasonable •. good.. . .. . .

3

faith . anticipation . of. secur. i ng. an. arres.t. or .prosecutjon. jn. :the ..

4

foreseeable. future •. . CrimJna.1. jntelJjgence. jnformatjon. shall •••.
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be considered. active . as. long . as. H. .is. re.lated. to . .inteJJjgenc� •..

6

gathering. conducted. with. a. reasonab.le.,. good. faj_th. beJ.id..thitt....

7

it. wi.ll. .lead. to . detecti
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9

crimi na1 . investigat1ve . .i n.formation. sha1.1. be. c.on.s.id.ered. act. .i.v.e. ..

10

while. they. are direct.ly. re.lated. to. pend.ing. p rosecu.t.ion.s. or...••.

11

appea1 s •.. . The. word. !'act.ive.". sha.1.1. no.t. app.ly..to..in.forma.t.i.on. .in••.

12

cases which are . barred:- from prosecut.ion. under. pro.v.is.io.ns. .of..S--·
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Statutes, 1978
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30

exemptions.--·

31

(2)(a)

··

· · · ··

··- . . · ·······

· · · · · ·· · · · · · · ·· · · · · · ·

All public records which are presently provided

32

by law to be confidential or which are prohibited from being•·.

33

inspected by the public, whether by general of special- law,·••
• ·
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11
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.............
. . . . . . . . . . .(1).
. . . . .the
. . . . . . . . . . .of. . .subsection
. . . .provisions
. . . . . . .from
. . . . . .b.e. .exempt
.shall
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. _�er_�ed
_ .li_c_ _ r_.
_ _ .t.o.
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_
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....
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........
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . . - . . . .of
. .. ... Cf)

Active cri minal intelligence informa tion �nd

a ctive

cr
. imi.n_al in_vestigative in forma tion ar e exempt fro m the pro-: .. •.
visions of subsection (1)•....... .. ... . . ..............•...••.•.
_ d) Any information revealing the identity of
.. ... (
confidentia l informa nts o r sources is exe mpt from the..
provisions of subsection (1) ... ... ....... ...·••···••-

H .

.

.-

► • • · · · · ·

....•. Ce)
or

Any inform ation

♦-

-·

•�--

reve a ling

surveillance techniques •..
procedures or personnel is exe mpt from the provisions o f

subsection (l)........ ............ ....... . ............•... ···�··.
r_e..,_ve;::..a;;;..:...
e.;...r_,__
_ ... . _. . �-(_f..,_) �Ac.:.n:.:.y.___i.;_;n.;..;f...:o'"'r..;.;m.;.;;a'""t'"'i..;:;o.:.:n_.;..;
p e;::..;...rs;;.;o""'n""'n.;.;:e;..;1"---o..a.f_ _ _ ____ _
1 i.;..;n�9..__...:ua..a.n:..:::da..::ec.:.r-=c..;:;o_v-=any criminal justice agency is exempt from the pr ovisions of
subsection (1)• ......•... .
. .......... . .•... •-•--·.•·- ··--. -·•.•••

.18_ -··-·... (g) Any crimin a l intelligence in form ation or c riminal
investiga tive in formation including the photogra ph, na me, _____ _
1920·
I

... 21..

\

2.2

add ress

or

other

fa ct

or information which revea ls th�·-···-···

identity of the victi m of any sexual ba tter y a s defined by.••.�
Chapter 794 or child

a buse

as defined by Chapter 82! ls exempt• .

from the provisions of subsection '(l}., ..... ..........._._..._._,..._�....: ._._•. ._._.. ____ _
. nal,.._ ---·
_24- �L.,.{h) Any criminal intelligence information o r. crimi
__ 25 __ investigative in formation which revea ls the .Personal .assets .of.. _____ _
23

26 the victi m of a c rime, othe r than prope rty stolen .or.. de·stroyed.__
22_ during the commission of the cri me, is exe mpt from .the ........ ,_.
28

p r ovisions o f subsection (1) .. ......
. (i)

. 29

• •

•

'

.

·-··. -

• •

• � ..!.. .. • _!....!_!__• �-· •

All crimin a l intelligence and cri minal. ... ... ····•• .

.!...

investig a tive information received by a crimina l justice a gency ____ _
_____·_10 __
_ .3..1 prior to J a nuary 25, 1979 is exe mpt from the provisions of.. -�-'32

subsection (1); provided, however,

33

written cri mina l intelligence
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location, ·and · nature of a · reporte-d crime, the ·name, sex, age, ·-� --------and address of a person arrested or the vtctim of a crime
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Offered by Senator Gorman & Senator Myers

(ff amendment is ti:>ict of 11nnthi:>r hill. in">r1"•

Rill IJn

nr n.. ,. f't- IJn

PCB #9
(2 April 1979)
Observations on "Police S ecrets" legislation
1)

This bill opens for public inspection much more than is available

under the Federal Freedom of Information Act (5 U. S .C. 522), much
more than has been available under the Florida public policy of
"police secrets" (see, e.g. , 1976 Attorney General's Opinion #156) and,
to our knowledge, much more than is available under the statutes of
any other state.
2)

By failing to preserve as confidential those materials the release

of which "would constitute an unwarranted invasion of privacy", this
bill shows an absolute disregard for the privacy and reputation of
persons named in these records.
3)

(S ee 5 U.S.C, 522 (b) (7)).

This bill will provide access to certain records presently main

tained as confidential by regulatory agencies.
4)

This bill does not necessarily protect prosecutor's work product.

5)

The bill does not provide any standards or criteria so as to make

the requesting party keep his or her request reasonable.
6)

This bill will likely discourage citizen cooperation with police,

preclude agencies in Florida from participating in multistate systems
and from receiving L.E.A.A. funding for police intelligence operations
and systems (see LEAA Guidelines in Federal Register of Feb. 8, 1978).
7)

If federal experiences under the Freedom of Information Act and

Privacy Act are any indication, this bill will disrupt normal police
operations and be of substantial fiscal impact.

Recommendations
1)

That this legislature enact a bill similar to CS/SB-31 or SB-315

to address the immediate problem of preserving "police secret:," or
that the legislature amend Chapter 119 to provide that the public
policy of "police secrets", as recognized in Lee v. Beach Publishing Co.
(Fla. 1937) 173 So. 440 and subsequent cases shall constitute an
exception to s. 119.07,
2)

That proponents of opening "inactive" police records communicate

their desires to the Criminal Justice Information Systems Council for
consideration of the merits of their suggestions.
3)

That the Criminal Justice Information Systems Council develop

legislative proposals in this area for consideration by the 1980
legislature.
4)

That fiscal impact analyses be done on all proposals for legislation

in this area.

STATE OF FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF CRIMINAL LAW ENFORCEMENT
P.O. BOX 1489
TALLAHASSEE 32302

2WC�X:OC>EX�MOC
Kaf\W3!KSC�

R. Ed Blackburn, Jr.
Executive Director

TELEPHONE

488-7880

4 April 1979

M E M O R A N D U M
TO:

Senator Guy Spicola

FROM:

Chief Field Counsel Richard J. Hackmeye%

SUBJECT:

PCB#9 (Police Secrets)

In accordance with your request, we have marked up the March 14
and April 2 versions of the above bill. As mentioned previously,
we hesitate to endorse the concept of opening "police secrets" to
public inspection and that remains our official posture. We are,
however, mindful that some compromise with those proposing access
to inactive records may be necessary. Accordingly, the comments
on the attached bills presume that compromise and suggest ways to
steer the bill back in a direction we find less objectionable.
The attached materials tend to speak for themselves. However, in
closing, we would note that in the four years the Criminal Justice
Information Systems Council has been meeting, no person has ever
suggested a need to make intelligence or investigative files more
accessible to the public. Accordingly, we would suggest that the
proponents ought to have approached the Council (charged by law
with development of policy in this area) rather than try to seek
their goals through this legislation. There is a lot at stake here
and any inadvertance could be disastrous.
RJH/VCW/cw
Attachments
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Proposed Committee Bill 19

A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to Public Recorda1 adding

3

paragraphs 3, 4, 5 and 6 to a. 119.011,

'
s
6

Florida Statutes, and amending s. 119.07,
Florida Statutes, providing that active
criminal intelligence and investigative
information are exempt from disclosure pro

8

visions of the public record law.

9

10 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida,
11

12

Section l.

Section ll9.Oll, Florida Statutes is

13 amended by adding paragraphs (3), (4), (5) and (6) to reads
1,

(3)

•criminal intelligence information• means informa

lS tion collected by a criminal justice agency with respect to an

16 identifiable person or groups of persons in an effort to anti-

17 cipate, prevent, or monitor possible criminal activity.

18

(4) •criminal investigative information• means infer19 mation with respect to an identifiable person or group of
20 er
p sons, compiled by a �ri�i�3l justice agency in the course
21 of conducting a criminal investigation of a specific act or

22 omission, including but not limited to information derived

23 from laboratory teats, reports of investigators or informants,

24 or from any type of surveillance.
25

(5)

The word •active• as it relates to •criminal

26 intelligence information• and •criminal investigative inforllla27 tion• shall mean ongoing investigations, intelligence gathering
28
29
30
31

functions, for the purpose of securi�g an arrest or prosecution

and subsequent appeals of convictions.
l

The word

rJ-:

rose-

2
.3

an

4

rosecutor.

la.w enforce-

The term also includes an

5 other agency charged by law with criminal law enforcement
� duties, or any agency having custody of criminal intelligence

' /�

P,';. � ., j •
JJt $-6·

1 information or criminal investigative lnformation for the
8 purpose of assisting such law enforce�nt •gencies , ·

,:
11

(J,,•

V:

tte

12 .pi:rs\laR:li:

13

i.:. pussesstoli bf Cfiffllhii

ti1tte

to cnetr er tmiuar law eufo1ec1uenc

Section 2.

Subsection 2 of section 119.07, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:

3

� ''t,-�

Pf>::
-2_�:

( 2) (a)

All public records which are presently pro-

vided by law to be confidential or which are prohibited from
being inspected by the public, whether by general or special

18 law, shall be exempt from the provisions of subsection (l).
(b)

All public records referred to in••• 198.09,

199.222, 228.093, 228.075, 624.311(2), 624.319(3) and (4),

21 657.061(3), 658.10(3) and 794.03 are exempt from the provisions

22 of subsection ( l)
•
23

(c)

Active criminal intelligence information and

2• active criminal investigative information are exempt from the

25
26

revisions of subsection (1) of Section ll9.07
(d)

An

information revealin

27 dential informants or sources is exempt from the provisions of
28 subsection (l) Section 119.07, Florida Statutes.

29

30
31

(e)

/
J�
Any information revea.lin surveilla ce techniques
gA

� z;.�.,...-�

2

"

or procedures or personnel is exempt from the provision• of

2 subsection (1

l
4

ill_A!i

of Section 119.07

Florida Statu e•

information revealin

�
eraonnel of

any criminal justice agency is exempt from the provision• of

5 subsection Cl' of Section 119.07, Florida Statutes.
(g)

All crilnin4l intelligence and criminal investiga

tive information received by a criminal justice agency prior
��uary 25, 1979 is confidential and shall be exempt from
the provisions of subsection (1) of section 119.07�.
Statutes.
11

<bl

r��

The provisions of this section ore not intended

12 to expand or limit the provisions of Rule 3.220, FlorJda Rule•
13 of Criminal Procedure, regarding the right and extent of dia14 covery by the State and a defendant in a criminal proaec:ution.

15

(

�A

A,
•

.

,.,.

U

ill Ex.amination queiltiona a1.d answer sheets of exami16 nations administered by a governmental agency for the purpoae
17 of licensure, certification, or employment shall be exempt

IS

from the provisions of subsection (l).

However, an examinee

19 shall have the right to review his own completed examination •
(3)

•criminal intelligence information• and •criminal

investigative information• shall not include the name, aex 1
address of a person arrested, the time, date and
location of the incident and the arrest, the crime ch�rged,
all documents given or require�_by law or agency rule to be
given to the person arrested, and information and indictments
as provided in section 905.26, Florida Statutes.
(4)

Any perso� who has custody of public record•

asserts that an exemption provided in subsection (2) or in
general or special law applies to a particular record shall
3

�

��..,2r excise from the record only that portion of the
2 record for which an exemption is asserted and shall produce
3 for inspection and examination the remainder of such record.

'
t
1/.
1

(f

'

•

l\

,)

.

� In the event that a custodian of public records

refuse•

to

5 permit inspection of a record or excises a portion of a
6 pursuant to a claim of exemption under subsection 2 1
7 action is filed to compel inspection, the decision

and an

not to

8 permit inspection, or to excise a portion of the record
9 be immediately reviewable by the circuit court.• In any such

fo action the record or records shall be submitted in camera to

11 the court for a de nova inspection.

•

w\ 12

l3 law •
14

f ::
�
�)
18

Section J •

Thia act shall take effect upon becoming

Proposed Committee Bill 19
March 14, l979
HB

by Committee on Criminal Justice

Provides that certain information obtained by law enforce
ment personnel shall be exempt from the provis ions of
chapter 119, Public Records Act, Florida Statutes.
Other Committees of Reference
I.

Statement of the Problem
The Public Records Act contain s specified statutory exemp
tions from public disclosure. These exemptions are not
applicable to police files or investigations.

II.
III.

Fiscal Impact
Comments
A.

Discussion
This bill would amend chapter 119, Florida Statutes
by defining and exempting information pertaining to
law enforcement. Although this information has pr
viously been exempt under the "Police Secrets
e"
cited in Lee v. Beach Publishing, 173 So.4 , 442
t
y judicial
(Fla. 1937). This rule h
xemption under
decisions and considere common la
Ch. 119. In Wait v. Flori a ower & Light Co.,
Case No. 52,796, Florida Supreme Court, January 25,
1979, the Court examined Chapter 119 and the question
of exemptions thereunder. Referring to the common
law exemptions the Court stated, "If the common
law privileges are to be included as exemptions , it
is up to the legis lature, and not this Court, to
amend the statute." Therefore, under the Wait deci
sion, unless the exemption is specificallyprovided
for under Chapter 119, law enforcement records �
not confidential. This bill would specifically
provide the amendment to Chapter 119 to exempt law
enforcement records from the provisions of the
Public Records Act.
Constitutionality

� ' rJ-� �
..,...

���

/

�
� •

�;.

•

The bill appears to be constitutional.
Leg islative Intent

Adequately expres sed.
endment,

�

'

�

�
��
�

��

.

Proposed Committee Bill *9

A bill to be entitled
2
3

An act relating to Public Records; adding para
graphs (3), (4) and (5) to s. 119.011, Florida

5

Statutes, and amending s. 119.07, Florida
<!.£/€.1t11;J
Statutes, providing that-a.eti� criminal intelli-

6

gence and investigative in5e�maeieR are Re-I:-

7

,pnbl;i a ••••••e, anti a•i. exempt from disclosure

8

provisions of the public record law.

4

/e€Co�..S

9
10 Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
11
12

Section l.

Section 119.0ll, Fl

13 amended by adding paragraphs
14

(3)

(3),

Sta(f's is
���
(4), ;:n and �to read:

"Criminal intelligence information" means informa-

15 tion collected by a criminal justice agency with respect to an
16 identifiable person or groups of persons in an effort to anti17 cipate, prevent, or monitor possible criminal activity.
18

(4)

"Criminal investigative information" means infor-

19 mation with respect to an identifiable person or group of
20 persons_, compiled by a criminal justice agency in the course
21 of conducting a criminal investigation of a specific act or
22 omission, including but not limited to information derived
23 from laboratory tests, reports of investigator� or informants,
24
25

surveillance.
of

y

e�f,�
�I�

I-':, � •
',.:t:,

�

The word "active" shal1\not apply to inJorrnation in cas�§_

(

2 which are barred from

3

rosecution under

"Criminal justice agency" means any law enforce-

(6)

4 ment agency, court, or prosecutor.

T�e term also includes any

a.ni 1;:he <ilw,mitnal 1'ppaa J a lilis, ,ed::011 of che :eepat OIU:!Ht
The term does not include public defenders

9 or other defense counsel, nor does it include licensing or

10 regulatory agencies not vested with powers of arrest.
11

12

13
14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

26

Section 2.

Subsection 2 of section 119.07, Florida

Statutes, is amended to read:
(2) (a)

All public records which are presently pro-

vi'd ed by law to be confidential or which are prohibited from

being inspected by the public, whether by general or special
law, shall be exempt from the provisions of subsection {l}.
(b)

All public records referred to in ss. 198.09,

199.222, 228.0�3, 228.075, 624.311(2), 624.319(3) and (4),

657,061(3), 658.10(3) and 794.03 are exempt from the provisions

of subsection {l).
(cl

Active criminal intelligence information and

active criminal investigative information are exempt from the

dential i!lJormants or sources is exempt from the provisions of
subsection (1) of Section 119.07, Florida Statutes.

k,
Any information revealin� �r�e tec,,hn
u�i.-.'g
cu.-e"ls
"
28
or procedures or personnel is exempt from the provisions of
29

27

{e )

30
31

2

any criminal justice agency is exempt from the provisions of

subsection (l) of Section 119.07, Florida Statutes.

t,..

�-;��: �
��

5
6

(g)

The provisions of this section are not intended

to expand or limit the provisions of Rule 3.220, Florida Rules

7 of Criminal Procedure, regarding the right and extent of dis-

8 covery by the State and a defendant in a criminal prosecution.

(h) Examination questions and answer sheets of exarni'((;V..,, JO9 nations administered by a governmental agency for the purpose
.L--,
"' \
-- � �(? : : of licensure, certification, or employment shall be exempt from
�,
',I
the provisions of subsection (1),
However, an examinee shall
'
) 1' have the right to review his own completed examination,
s
14
Section 3. This act �hall take effect upon becoming
���

��
�
-- ,.)-�• �QJC".

1$(!._r'

r.,,,rr-.

l5 law.

;�::

�)

19

20

i21
I

�

��.

22
23
24

25
26
27
28
29
30
31

March 21, 1979

DATE:

SENATE STAFF A1lALYSIS AND ECONOMIC IMPACT STIITEMEiH

1, R.Smith@l

Dunn�

l. J.Crim.

2. ----- -----

2, G.O.

3.

3. ----- ------,

SUBJECT: Records of Criminal
Justice and Law Enforcement
Agencies are exempted from
Public Records law

I.

!lo. AND SPONSOR: SB 315
by Senator Spicola

BILL

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:
Currently, the records of all law enforcement and
criminal justice agencies are subject to public
inspection as provided by s. 119.07, Florida Statutes.
(See Wait v. Florida Power and Light Company, Case
No. 52, 796 (Fla. 1979)).
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II.

III.

B.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
If enacted, the bill would exempt criminal investigative and criminal intelligence records of criminal
justice and law enforcement agencies from the provisions
of the Public Records Act, s. 119.07, Florida Statutes.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:

None.

B.

Government: This bill may eliminate an anticipated
massive increase in man-hours needed to supervise the
inspection of the covered documents.

COMMENTS:
This bill would exempt all investigative and intelligence
records of both criminal justice and law enforcement
agencies from the provisions of s. 119.07, Florida
Statutes. No distinction is made between active and
inactive files; thus, if enacted, there would be no
requirement to purge inactive files and no accompanying
increase in agency workload as experienced by the
federal authorities. (See attached letter from the
Chief of the National Crime Information Center). The
necessity to purge inactive files, as well as the need
to protect active files, is demonstrated by the Federal
agencies' dilemma. (See attached newspaper articles).
The term "criminal justice agency" was intended to mean
any law enforcement, probation, parole, or correctional
agency, court, or prosecutor. The term was also intended
to include any agency which assists prosecutors or courts
and any agency which maintains criminal history records
or court dockets. However, it has been suggested that
exemptions for prosecutorial agencies be specifically
and expressly provided for in the language of the bill.
The term was not intended to include public defenders or
other defense counsel. Further clarification of this
intent may be needed.

IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.
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SUMMARY:
A.

Carton {

Fav/CS

2.

SusJECT: Records of Criminal
Justice and Law Enforcement
Agencies are exempted from
Public Records Law

Series {�

llilO.t!

�

STAFF DIRf.CIQB.

B.

'2.--

all law enforcement and
may be subject to public
s. 119.07, Florida Statutes.
and Light Company, Case No.

Effect of Proposed Changes:
If enacted, the Committee Substitute for SB 315 would
exempt certain records of criminal justice agencies
from the provisions of the Public Records Act, s. 119.07,
Florida Statutes.
This legislation makes provisions for defining the
agencies involved, identifying the records affected,
and proscribes a procedure for judicial determination
should disagreement occur. Large requests are made
subject to payments for the cost of processing.

II.

III.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOTE:
A.

Public:

B.

Government: This legislation may result in additional
costs for criminal justice agencies in complying with
the provisions of the existing statute to the exclusion
of these provisions.

None.

COMMENTS:
This legislation defines criminal intelligence informa
tion, criminal investigative information, criminal
justice agency and the word "active" as it relates to
the other provisions of this exemption. The basic
concept is to define what constitutes criminal intelli
gence and criminal investigative information and to
restrict the exempted information to certain agencies
while limiting the exemptions to "active" records.
The exemption then specifies that active criminal
intelligence information and active criminal investigative
information are exempt from the Public Records Act.
Thus, the process requires combining the definitions to
ascertain whether the record is of a recognized criminal
justice agency. It must be determined whether the
record is criminal investigative or criminal intelligence
and whether the record is "active".
There are also specific exemptions for any information
revealing the identity of confidential informants or
sources; any information revealing surveillance teC'hniques
procedures or personnel; and any information revealing
undercover personnel. In addition, all information
received prior to January 25, 1979, (the date of the
Wait decision) is exempted as is all information
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received from an agency outside of Florida where a
requirement of confidentiality is attached.
The proposed legislation in subsection (3) of section 2
attempts to specifically enumerate certain items of
information which are not to be considered as criminal
intelligence or criminal investigative information even
though covered by the definitions previously provided.
Subsection (4) of section 2 describes the procedure
for judicial review of disputed areas; e.g., whether
an item is exempted by a provision or open to inspection.
This section also limits the application of the
previously discussed exemptions to only that portion of the
record for which the exemption is asserted.
Section 3 provides for the payment of expenses by the
requesting party when the request encompasses an extensive
clerical or supervisory effort by the agency. The fees
are to be approved by the Department of Administration.
This bill contains no provisions to exclude any information
that a private citizen submits to a criminal justice agency
during an investigation. This information may be required
of the individual or given freely, it may be about himself
or someone else, it may be varified or rumor, and most
importantly, it may be truth or fabrication but no exemptions
or controls are provided.
SB 1316 by Senator Spicola passed the Senate 35-1 and the
House 99-10. A similar bill, HB 1531 (CS/SB 315 by Senator
Spicola was the Senate companion), passed the House 93-15.
The Senate amended and passed it 38-1. Conference Committee
was appointed.
IV.

AMENDMENTS:
None.
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DATE:
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SusJecr:Records of Cr iminal
Jus t i ce and Law Enforceme nt
Agencies are exempted from
Public Re cords Law
.,_I. SU?-:!MT.RY:
A. Present Situation:

The records of all law enforcercent and criminal justice agencies may
be subject to public inspection as provided by s. 119.07, F.S.
See Wait v. Florida Power and Light ec,geny, case No. 52, 796
(Fla. 1979).
B.

Effect of Proposed Olanges:
Would exenpt fran the public records law, Olapter 119, F .s. , active
criminal intelligence infomation, active criminal investigative
inforiration, and informs.ti.on revealing the identity of confidential
informants, surveillance techniques or personnel, and tmdercover
personnel. \'buld exempt all criminal intelligence and investigative
information received by a criminal justice agency prior to
January 25, 1979. This exemption is qualified by'providing that
certain inactive informs.tion shall be open to persons to whom the
records pertain. Information received from a non-Florida agency,
where a requiremant of confidentiality is attached, w:,uld also be
exempted. Would define "criminal intelligence.. .infonnation," _".9x:inµ.nal
investigative information," "criminal justice ac;)mcy," and "active ." ·
Would require the custodian of any exenpted public record to delete
or excise fran the record the portion of the record for which.the
exexrption is asserted, and produce the remainder for inspection and
examination. Would provide a procedure for judicial review. Would
provide for the paynent of expenses by the requesting party when
the r�est for info:cmation under this act encatg?asses an extensive
clerical or supervisory effort by the agency. The fees would be
approved by the Depart:nent of Mttinis�ation. ... "-- _ _______
w:mld also exclude fran public records information which reveals
identity of the victim of sexual battery or child abuse or which
reveals the personal assets of the victim of a crine. '!he bill
states that certain exemptions apply to recoJ;'ds made part of a court
file (which are not exempt).

the-

Establishes a Study Ccmnittee to recamerrl legislation to�
planent disclosure of records received prior to 1/25/79.

II.

III.

EO)NO!IC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOI'E:

'Ihe bill nay require extensive clerical or supervisory assistance by
agency personnel, but section 4 allows the agency to assess a
reasonable charge to recover the costs incurred.

CDM-lENTS:

This bill contains no provisioni:; to exclude any information that a
private citizen.submits to a criminal justice agency during an
investigation. This information nay be required of the individual
or given freely, it may be about himself or sate0ne else, it nay be
verified or runor, and nost importantly, it nay be truth or
fabrication but no exenptions or controls are provided.
-

-

A similar bill, HB 1531 {CS/SB 315 by Senator Spicola was the
Senate ccrrpanion), passed the House 93 - 15. 'llle Senate amended
it and passed it 38 - 1. Conference Comri.ttee was appointed.
SB 1316 by Senator Spicola passed the Senate 35 - 1 and the
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1.

_ I. SU-lM1.RY:

A. Present Situation:

The records of all law enforcenent and criminal justice agencies may
be subject to public inspection as provided bys. 119.07, F.S.
See Wait v. Florida Po\-.er and Light CO!lp3nY, case No. 52, 796
(Fla. 1979) •

B. Effect of Proposed Changes:

Would exenpt from the public records law, Olapter 119, F.S. , active
criminal intelligence informa.tion, active crfudnal investigative
information, and information revealing the identity of confidential
informants, surveillance techniques or personnel, and undercover
personnel. W:luld exempt all criminal intelligence and investigative
information received by a criminal justice agency prior to
January 25, 1979. This exerrption is qualified by' providing that
certain inactive information shall be open to persons to whom the
records pertain. Infoi:nation received from a non-�'lorida agency,
mere a requirerrent of confidentiality is attached, 'i.-0.lld also be
exempted. �uld define "criminal intelligence. information," "criminal
investigative information, "cri."lli.nal justice a�cy, and "active.
Would require the custodia., of any exenpted public record to delete
or excise fran the record the portion of the record for which the
exemption is asserted, and produce the rerrainder for inspecticn and
examination. WOUld provide a procedure for judicial review. Would
provide for the payrrent of expenses by the requesting party when
the request for infonration under this act encarp:1Sses an extensive
clerical or supervisory effort by the age.'1cy. The fees would be
approved by the Departrrent of .ll.dministration.
�d also exclude frcm public records info:anation which reveals the ..
identity of the vict:im of sexual battery or child abuse or which
reveals the personal assets of the victim of a cri."ro. '!he bill
states that certain exemptions apply to records made part of a court
file (which are not exerrpt.).
II

II

II •

Establishes a Study Camlittee to ·-r�--�islation to im.:--- ---
plenent disclosure of records received prior to 1/25/79.

II.

ECONOMIC IMPACT AND FISCAL NOl'E:

'Ihe bill may require extensive clerical or supervisory assistance by
agency personnel, but section 4 allows the agency to assess a
reasonable charge to recover the costs incurred.
III. a::M>1El-l'I'S:
This bill contains no provisions to excloce a.,y infonration that a
private citizen· submits to a criminal justice agency during an
investigation. This info:anation may be required of the individual
or given freely, it may be about himself or soneone else, it may be
verified or rum::,r, and rrost in"portantly, it way be truth er
fabrication but no exenptions or controls are provided.
� ---·- -- - --- - - - A similar bill, HB 1531 (CS/SB 315 by �to�was the
�te canpanion), passed the House 93 - 15. The Senate amended
it and passed it 38 - l. Conference Camtittee was appointed.
SB 1316 by Senator Spicola passed the Senate 35 - land the
House 99 - 10.

Spi��-

IV.

AMENrnENI'S:

None.
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A bill to be entitled
2

An act relating to public records; adding s.

3

_119.011(3)-(6), Florida Statutes; amending s.

4

119.07, �lorida Statutes, 1978 Su�plement, and

5

adding subsections (3) and (4) to said section;

6

defining certain words and phrases; providing
that certain criminal intelligence and

8

investigative information and certain

9

information relating to victirr1, law
enforcement �ersonnel, and their families are

10

exeml,Jt frow di�closure �rovisions of the public
12

record law; providing for deletion of

13

confidential information from public reco:ds

14

lJroduced for inspection; providing for judicial

15

ins�ection and determination; exempting

16

confidential records received from non-Florida

.• 17

criminal justice agencies; providing authority

18

to charge for costs; providing a study

19

,committee; providing an effective date.

20
21 Be It �nacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
.22
Section l.

23

Subsections (3), (4), (5), and (6) are.

� added to section llY.011, Florida Statutes, to read:
llY.Ull

25
26

.. .

(3)

Definitions.--For the t'urpose of this chal,Jter:

"Criminal intelliyence•inforwation" medns

27 inforn,ation collected by a crirninal justice ayency \vith
n respect to an identifiable person or groups of persons in an
� effort to anticipate, prevent, or monitor possible criminal
30 a C ti V ity •
31
l
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(4)

"Criminal investigative information " means

2 information with respect to an identifiable person or group of

3 �ersons , com�iled �ya criminal justice agencyin the course
4 of conducting a criminal investigation of a specific act or

5 omission, including but not limited to information derived

6 from laboratory tests, reports of investigators or informants,
7 or from anytype of surveillance.

8

(5)

The wore.! "active" shall have the following

9 mtaning: criminal investigative information shall be
1
10 considered "�ctive" �s long �s it is related to !n ongoing

1l invtstigation which is continuing with a reasonable, good

12 faith anticipation of securing an arrest or prosecution in the

13 foreseeable future.

Criminal intelli�ence inforuation shall

14 be considered active as long as it is related to intelligence
15 <:Jallwr ing conducted with a reasonable, good faith belief tliat

16 it will lead to detection of on9oing or re:usonilbly c:nticipated
17 criminal activities.

In c1ddition, criminal intelligence and

18 cri111inal investigative information shall be considered active

19 while they are directlyrelated to pending prosecutions or
20 apk'eals.

'!'he word "active" shall not apfJly to information in

21 cases which are barred from prosecution under provisions of s.

12 775.15 or other statutes of limitation.
23

(6)

"Crirainal justice agency" means c1ny law

24 enforct:!n,ent. agency, court, or i-,rosecutor.

'l'he term also

25 includes any other ayency charged bylaw \1ith criminal la\1

26 enforce111tnt uuties, or any e1gtncy l,aving custodyof criminal

27 intelligence information or criminal invt:stigative information

2o fot t.l1E: puq.,ose of ass1stiny such law enforctment a9,rncit:s in
29 til<= conduct of active criminal investigation or 1;rosecution,

� or for th<= purkose of litigating civil actions under the

31 hac.:J...c:teer Influenced and Corrupt CJrganiziltion Acl, during the
2
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tii.1e that such agencies are in J-,ossession of crir.1inal

2 intelligence information or criminal investigative information

3 pursuant to tlieir criminal law enforcement duties.
Section 2.

4

Subsection (2) of section 119.07, Florida

5 Statutes, lY7b Supplement, is amended and subsections (3) and

6 (4) are added to said section to read:
7

llY.07

lnspection and examination of records;

(2) (a)

J,11

8 exemJ-,tions.-9j

101 l;y lalv to

l.>t:

t-1Ublic tt.Jcorus ,,liicb are i,,resently provided

confidential or ,,hich are .r;:,rohibiled fro1;, b1:in<;J

11 inspected by the .i:Jublic, wlietll,:,r by g1:neral or specia+ la\-1,
12 shall be exempt frorn the provisions of subsection (1).
(u)

13

All public records referreu to in ss. l!:18.09,

14 l�!:I.L22, 228.U93, 257.261, 2iHi.07S, 624.311(2), 624.31Y(3) and
657.061(3), 658.lU(J), and 7�4.03 are exer.if_Jt from the

15

(4),

16

1-rovisions of subsection (l).

17
18

(c)

Active crii.iinal intelliyencc infonuution and

active criminal investigc.tive inform<1tion dre e:xernl::'t from the

19 provislons of subsection

20

(d)

(1).

i,ny inforrnation revealing the identity of

21 confidential informants or sources is exemi-,t from the

22 �rovisions of subsection (1).
23

(e)

Any infon:1i..ltion revealing surveillance techniques

24 or [,roceciures or 1,ersonnel is ex'"rn1.,t from tt1e provisions of

25 subs e c t i c :-,

26

([J

(l) •
Ally

infon.,ation reve'-'lin';J undercover f.Jersonnel of

27 .:..0y crililinc.ol JUSti<.:e cl':Jency is exem::-,t fror.1 thi= J-,rovisions of
n sul>sE:c;tion (1).

29

{CJ)

tiny criminz.,l intelligunce infor111ation or criminal

31 uJCln,e..'-' or ott,er fact or in(or1<1ation •,-ll1ch re-.·0c.ls the
3
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identity of the victiiu of cmy sexual battery as defined by
2 CC1cipter 7�4 or c!Jild abuse as defined by Chapter 827 is exempt
3 from tlie: frovisions' of subsection (l).
(tl)

4

Any criminal intelligence information or criminal

5 investigative infori:,ation whic!J reve.::ls tile r,erson.:.l assets of
6 the victiil< of i:I crime, other than t-ro!Jerty stolen or destroyed
7 duriny the commission of the criwe, is exe�pt from the
8 t--rovisions of sut.isecc.ion (l).
(i)

9

kll cri111i11al intelliyence and cri111inal

11 a'.;iency !Jrior to .January 25, l�,/� is exeHq,,t from tile provisions
12 of subsection (l).
(:J)

13

After lJecernber 31, l!:JotJ, all criminal intelligence

and criminal investiyative information received by a criminal

14

15 justice c:CJs<ncy priqr Lo JanucJry 2�, 1Si7S, v,lJicJ-1 i:, not active
16 �,ball be open to the i-1=rson to ,,bom tli<: record i,"'rtains unless
17 the informc1tion is �xemptecJ l:.iy earagrc.:phs

(e), or (f) of

(cl),

tbis sulisection or relutes to any other person.

18

(I-)

19

Nothing herein shall be construed to exempt fror.i

W subsection (1) records made part of a court file and not
21 specifically closed uy order of court except as t-rovided in
22 parc:yr«vhs (d), (e), and (f) of subsection
(l)

23

(2).

Tile erovisions of this section are not intended to

2,i e;q_,c:nu or li1.1it tl1E= J!rovisions of hule

3.22U,

Florido; hules of

25 Cril.1inol J:-roc:edure, r<.:gc,ruing tile ri<;;ht end e:;.tent of
�(, i

discovery l..>y tlle stab:: and a defendunt in a crin,inol

27

i-°t-OS(:CUtion.

22,

I

M--fer

LX<..111incition ½UCStions and ans,,er SiJE:c,tS of

27 l::1:<-11.ii11c.:tions odi11inist0rec.i by cl <:JOVt:rnlue:ntcJl ayc,nc:y for thE=
30 l-uq:ose of lict:nsure, certification, ur "h'j,,lo),1.i.::nl suall be
31

L:r;•.elili:-Jt froi.i tli1::: 1,toviSH.>ns of :.;ul.>st.:ction (l).

J-.o\,e\·c,r, an

4
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t:Xamin1.:e shall have tlie right to review l1is o,m co1111:Jleted
2 examination.
3

(n)

'l'he lioure address, tele!Jhone number and photoyraf'h

4 of lah enforcement �ersonnel; the l1ome address, tele!Jhone
5 nu11,ber, ;.,liotogra!:'h and place of e11q:,loyment of the spouse and
6 chilcren of law enforcement personnel; and the names and
7 locations of schools attended by the children of law
a enforcement personnel are exem!:'t from the !:'revisions of
9 subsE:ction (1).
1(:

( 3)

"Crindn,:.11 intelliyenc:� infori,,ation" and "cri1.lin.::il

11 invt:stigative information" shall not include the time, date,
12 location, and nature of a reported crime, the name, sex, age,
13 and address of a l:Jerson arrested or the victiLl of a crime
14 exceet as i,rovided in subsection (2)

(CJ),

the time, date, and

15 location of the incident and the arrest, the crime charged,
16 all d9cu1aEcnts t_Jiven or required by lei, or c:gency rule to be
17 given to tile f.Jerson arrested, and information cind indictments
18 exc:e1.,t as 1.,rovided in s. 905. 26.
19

(4)

Any person vho has custody of kublic records and

20 \·,ho asserts tllat an exE:rnf:,tion provided in subsection (2)' or in
21 general or special law applies to a i:,articular record shall
n delete or excise from the record only that portion of the
23 recortt for \;hic:h an exenil;-tion is as�ert<:a and slwll produce
24

for ins,;(:ction and examination t !,e rei,,uindcr of such record.

75, ln cJrl'f aclion in 1-,llic:b an exem1.,tion 1s asserted fJUrsuant to
i
L•J 1:,arayt.::qA1s (Ci), (e:), ,rnd (f) of subsection (2), tlie record or
27

r-=corti!; ::;hall be submitted in c;,,.,,:,ra to the court for a de

28 r,ovo i nsi,ec ti on.

In LJ,,�· case o[ c.:n exemption assert!:!d

29 pursu,:1nt to ,.,arayrcph (c) of subsection (2) cin in ca1,11;::rc1
31
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court finds no basis for the assertion of tll� exemption it
2 shall or:der th(:! records to be disclosed.
Section 3.

3

hhenever criminal int(:!lligence information

4 or criminal invest{gative information held by a non-Florida
5 criminal justice agency is available to a tlorida criminal

6 justice �gency only on a confidential or similarly restricted
7 basis, the Florida criminal justice agency may obtain and use
s iuch information in accordance with the conditions imposed by
Section 4.

10

ln the case of records produced under this

11 c:.ct, wi...,n tbe nature or volun,e of tE:cords is such .;s to

12 require extensive clerical or supervisory assistance by
13 personni:::l of the agency involved, tlie agency may charge, in
14 addition to tile c1ctual cost of dui:,lication, a reasonable
15 charge, approved by &he Department of Ad@inislration, for the
16 j-1tov1sio11 of such clericul or suµervisory 1--ersonnel.
S,;:ction :,.

,, 17

in tbe case of inactive: records received by

18 a criminal Justice ayency prior to Janudry 25, 1�7Y,
19 provisi_ons for tbeir exlii,mination by cert-ain f)ersons and their
20 exemption from s. llY.07(1) shall b1: the subject of study for
21 « select :joint: committee, tht:! nuwber and ap1Jointment of the
22 1ut.:mbers to be deterrnin�c.l by the Speak1::r and President of tli�
23 house anCJ S1:::nat1::, wldcJi con11nitt1:::e shall ref.,ort findings and
24 reco1.11,,"ndi:itions to t:lie Legislature prior to January l, l�bD.
25

S""ction 6.

•

,6 lc:,1.1

'!'his act shall take effect u;;,on becomin':J a

e.r
�,.;o.,.e-.dl-'.tr-2rr2.,,,a.,.t-ti1e
.__o....., � '-'.

j-lrovisions of r-,aragrar-,11 (j) of

v &ubseccion (2) of section ll�.07, ¥lorida Statutes, stands

30

31
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LEGISLATIVE SUMMARY
Provides that ce�tain criminal intelligence and
investigativ� information are exempt from disclosure
provisions of the public record law. Provides for
deletion of confidential information from public records
produced for inspection. Provides for judicial
inspection and determination. Exempts confidential
records received from non-Florida criminal justice
a�encies. Provides a study committee.

8
9

10
11
12
13
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18
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20
21
22
23
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27
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30
31
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SUBJECT:

BILL !lo. AIID SPONSOR:

Records of Criminal Justice and
Law Enforcement Agencies are exempted
from Public Records Law
I.

HB 1531
By Criminal Justice
Committee and
Rep. Crawford

SUMMARY:
A.

Present Situation:

B.

E ffect o f Propos�d Changes:

The records of all law enforcement and criminal justice agencie�
may be subject to public inspection as provided by s. 119.07,
F.$. See Wait v. Florida Pow er and Light Company, Case No.
52, 796 (Fla. 1979).
Would exempt from. the public records law, ch. 119, F.S., active
criminal intelligence information, active criminal investiga
tive information, and information revealing the identity of
confidential informants, surveillance techniques or personnel,
and undercover personnel. Criminal intelligence and investiga
tive i nformation received by a criminal justJce agency prior
to January.25 , 1979 would be exempted, as this is the date of
the Wait decision. Information received from a non-Florida
agency, where a requirement of confidentiality is attached,
w ould also be exempted. Would define "criminal intelligence
information�" "criminal investigative information," ncriminal
justice agency," and "active." Would require the custodian of
!.nY exempted public record to delete or excise from the record
the portion of the record for w hich t·he exemption is asserted,
and produce the remainder for inspection and examination.•
Would provide a procedure for judicial review. Would provide
for the payment of expenses by the requesting party w hen the
request for information under this act encompasses an extensive
clerical or supervisory effort by the agency. The fees would
be approved by the -��partm�nt of Administration.
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·Would also exclude from public records information which reveals the
identity of the victim of sexual battery or child abuse or which reveals
the personal assets of the victim of a crime. The bill states that
certain exemptions apply to records made part of a court file (which are
not exempt).

II. ECONOMI C IMPA CT AND FISCAL NOTE: None

II I.

COMMENTS:

The provisions reflected in the second paragraph of part B of the Summary
above do not appear in CS/SB 315.

fV. AMENDMENTS: �

RE VISED: Ma lC, 197
April 20, 1979
PDATED: April 26, 1979
, . Di\TE:
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BILL !lo, AHO SPOHSOR:

SUBJECT:

Records of Criminal Justice and
Law Enforcement Agencies are exempted
from Public Records Law
I.

B.

Tallahassee, FL 32399-0250

HB.

Present Situation:

Effect of Proposed Changes:

Would exempt from.the public records law, ch. 119, F.S., active
criminal intelligence info�mation, active criminal investiga- 1
1
tive information, and information revealing the identity of
confidential informants, surveillance techniques or personnel,
and undercover personnel. Criminal intelligence and investiga-1
tive information received by a criminal justice agency prior
I
to J anuary 25, 1979 would be exempted, as this is the date of I
the Wait decision. Information received from a non-Florida
agency, where a requirement of confidentiality is attached,·
would also be exempted. Would define "criminal intelligence
information;" "criminal investigative information," "criminal
justice agency," and "active." Would require the custodian of
� exempted public record to delete or excise from the record
the portion of the record for which the exemption is asserted,
and produce the remainder for inspection and examination.·
Would provide a procedure for judicial review. Would provide
I
for __��? payment o� expenses by t�e requesting party when the
1
request for information under this act encompasses an extensive
clerical or supervisory effort by the agency. T he fees would !
be approved by the Department of A dminis�ration.

l't!produced by
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1531

By Criminal Justice
Committee and
Rep. Crawford

The records of all law enforcement and criminal justice agencie
may be subject to public inspection as provided by s. 119.07,
F.S. See Wait v. Florida Power and Light C ompany, Case No.
52, 796 (Fla. 1979).
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SUMMARY:
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II.

Would also exclude from public records information which reveals. the
identity of the victim of sexual battery or child abuse or which reveals
the personal assets of the victim of a crime. The bill 'states that
certain exemptions apply to records made part of a court file (which are
not exempt).
E CONOMIC IMPA CT AND FISC AL NOTE : None

IV.

A MENDMENT S:

III.

COMMEN T S:

-�-- -1

None

#1 by Governmental Operations:
Identical to HB 1 5 3 1 except that it incorporates the following
five changes:
1.

Would include in the definition of criminal justice agency
those agencies which have custody of criminal intelligence o
investigative information for the purpose of litigating civil
actions under the RICO law. No economic impact.

DATE April 20, 1979

HEVISED:
UPDATED:

May 16, 1979
April 26, 19 79

SENATE STAFF ANALYSIS AND ECON OMIC IMPACT STATEME NT
Analyst: Chew
Staff Director: Overstreet
Subject: Records of Criminal Justice and
Law Enforcement Agencies are exempted
from Public Records Law
2.

Page _·_2__

HB 1531
By Criminal Justice
Committee and
Rep. Crawford

Would delete the requirement that criminal intelligence and
investigative information received by a criminal justice
agency prior to January 25, 1979 is confidential. If the
information was confidential it could not be revealed under
any circumstances. The exemption would remain intact and
thus exempt information could be revealed at the discretion
of the agency. N o economic impact.

3.

If a court finds no basis for the assertion of an exemption
it shall (rather than may) order the records disclosed.

4.

Would exempt all criminal intelligence and investigative
information received by a criminal justice agency prior
to January 25, 1979. This exemption is qualified by
providing that certain inactive information shall be
open to persons to whom the records pertain. This may
require extensive clerical or supervisory assistance by
agency personnel, but section 4 allows the agency to
assess a reasonable charge to recover the costs incurred.

5.

Would exempt certain personal information relating to law
enforcement personnel and their families,

#2 by Governmental Operations:
Title amendment.

[rle IS .5/]

Proposed Committee Bill #9
March 14, 1979

HB

reproduced by
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE
R. A. GRAY BUILDING
/
Tallahas[1FL 323951

Serles

Carton

by Committee on Criminal Justice

Provides that certain information obtained by law enforce
ment personnel shall be exempt from the provisions of
chapter 119, Public Records Act, Florida Statutes.
Other Committees of Reference
I.

Statement of the Problem
The Public Records Act contains specified statutory exemp
tions from public disclosure. These exemptions are not
applicable to police files or investigations.

II.
III.

Fiscal Impact
Comments
A.

Discussion
This bill would amend chapter 119, Florida Statutes
by defining and exempting information pertaining to
law enforcement. Although this information has pre
viously been exempt under the "Police Secrets Rule"
cited in Lee v. Beach Publishing, 173 So.440, 442
(Fla. 1937). This rule had been adopted by judicial
decisions and considered common law exemption under
Ch. 119. In Wait v. Florida Power & Light Co.,
Case No. 52,796, Florida Supreme Court, January 25,
1979, the Court examined Chapter 119 and the question
of exemptions thereunder. Referring to the common
law exemptions the Court stated, "If the common
law privileges are to be included as exemptions, it
is up to the legislature, and not this Court, to
amend the statute." Therefore, under the Wait deci
sion, unless the exemption is specifically provided
for under Chapter 119, law enforcement records are
not confidential. This bill would specifically-
provide the amendment to Chapter 119 to exempt law
enforcement records from the provisions of the
Public Records Act.

Proposed Committee Bill #9

B.

c.

March 14, 1979

Constitutionality
The bill appears to be constitutional.
Legislative Intent
Adequately expressed.

IV.
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A bill to be entitled
2
3

An act relating to public records; adding s.

1.5

119.011 (3)- (6), Florida Statutes; amending s.
1.5/1

4

119.07, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, and

s

adding subsections (3) and (4) to said section;

6

defining certain words and phrases; providing

7

that certain criminal intelligence and

1.5/2

investigative information are exempt from

1.5/3

8
9

10
11
12

disclosure provisions of the public record law;
providing for deletion of confidential
information from public records produced for
inspection; providing for judicial inspection

13

and determination; exempting confidential

14

records received from non-Florida criminal

15
16

19
20
21

for costs; providing an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
./
Section 1.

Subsections (3), (4), (5), and (6) are

119.011

23

(3)

Definitions.--For the purpose of this chapter:

"Criminal intelligence information" means

U

information collected by a criminal justice agency with

n

respect to an identifiable person or groups of persons in an

�

effort to anticipate, prevent, or monitor possible criminal

27

activity.
(4)

"Criminal investigative information" means

29

information with respect to an identifiable person or group of

30

persons, compiled by a criminal justice agency in the course

31

1: enc
1.5/6

added to section 119.011, Florida Statutes, to read:

22

28

1. 5/5

justice agencies; providing authority to charge

17
18

1.5/4

. of conducting a criminal investigation of a specific act or
1
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1.5/7
1.11

1.12

1.12/1

1.12/2

189-104-4-9
omission, includina but not limited to information derived
2

1.12/3

from laboratory tests, reports of investigators or informants,

3 or from any type of surveillance.
4

(5)

The word "active" shall have the following

5

meaning:

6

considered "active" as long as it is related to an ongoing

7

investigation which is continuing with a reasonable, good

8

faith anticipation of securing an arrest or prosecution in the

9

foreseeable future.

criminal investigative information shall be

Criminal intelligence information shall

10

be considered active as long as it is related to intelligence

11

gathering conducted with a reasonable, good faith belief that

12

it will lead to detection of ongoing or reasonably anticipated

13

criminal activities.

14

criminal investigative information shall be considered active

In addition, criminal intelligence and

15

while they are directly related to pending prosecutions or

16

appeals.

17

cases which are barred from prosecution under provisions of s.

18

775.15 or other statutes of limitation.

19

(6)

The word "active" shall not apply to information in

"Criminal justice agency" means any law

enforcement agency, court, or prosecutor.

21

includes any other agency charged by law with criminal law

22

enforcement duties, or any agency having custody of criminal

23

intelligence information or criminal investigative information

24

for the purpose of assisting such law enforcement agencies in

25

the conduct of active criminal investigation or prosecution,

26

during the time that such agencies are in possession of

27

criminal intelligence information or criminal investigative

28

information pursuant to their criminal law enforcement duties.
Section 2.

1.12/5
1.12/6
1.12/7
1.12/8
1.12/9
1.12/10
1.12/11
1.12/12

20

29

1.12/4

The term also

Subsection (2) of section 119.07, Florida

30

Statutes, 1978 Supplement, is amended and subsections (3) and

31

.(4) are added to said section to read:
2
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119.07
2

exemptions.--

J

(2 )(a)

Inspection and examination of records;

2.2

All public records which are presently provided

2.2/1

4

by law to be confidential or which are prohibited from being

5

inspected by the public, whether by general or special law,

6

shall be exempt from the provisions of subsection (1).
(b)

7

All public records referred to in ss. 198.09,

s

199.222, 228.093, 257.261, 288.075, 624. 311(2 ), 624.319(3) and

9

(4),

10

657.061(3), 658.10(3), and 794.03 are exempt from the

provisions of subsection (1).
(c)

11

12

13

2.2/2

2.2/4
2.2/5
2.2/6

Active criminal intelligence information and

active criminal investigative information are exempt from the

l:lus
2.2/7

provisions of subsection (1).
(d)

Any information revealing the identity of

1:lus

u

confidential informants or sources is exempt from the

2.2/8

16

provisions of subsection (1).

14

17
18

19
�
21
22

(e)

Any information revealing surveillance techniques

2.2/9

or procedures or personnel is exempt from the provisions of
subsection (1).
(f)

Any information revealing undercover personnel of

2.2/10

any criminal justice agency is exempt from the provisions of
subsection (1).
(g)

23

All criminal intelligence and criminal

2.2/11

�

investigative information received by a criminal justice

�

agency prior to January 25, 1979 is confidential and shall be

2.2/12

�

exempt from the provisions of subsection (1).

2.2/13

V

however, that this exemption shall not apply to records made

�

p•rt of a court file and not specifically closed by order of

29

court.

30

31

(h)

Provided,

The provisions of this section are not intended to

expand or limit the provisions of Rule 3.220, Florida Rules of
. 3
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Criminal Procedure, reqarding the right and extent of
2

3

4

discovery by the state and a defendant in a criminal

2.2/16

prosecution.
( i)-(et

Examination questions and ans.wer sheets of

1: lus

5

examinations administered by a governmental agency for the

2.2/17

6

purpose of licensure, certification, or employment shall be

2.2/19

7

exempt from the .provisions of subsection (1).

2.2/20

8

examinee shall have the right to review his own completed

9
10
11

However, an

examination.
(3 )

"Criminal intelligence information" and "criminal

investigative information" shall not include the time, date,

12 ..location, and nature of a reported crime, the name, sex, age,
13

and address of a person arrested, the time, date, and location

14

of the incident and the arrest, the crime charged, all

15

documents given or required by law or agency rule to be given

M

to the person arrested, and information and indictments except

17

as provided in s. 905.26.

18

2.2/21

(4)

Any person who has custody of public records and

2.2)22
2.2/23
2.2/24
2.2/25

19 -who asserts that an exemption provided in subsection (2) or in
20

general or special law applies to a particular record shall

2.2/26

� -delete or excise from the record only that portion of the

22 -- record for which an exemption is asserted and ·shall produce
n

for inspection and examination the remainder of such record.

-· 24 ..:....In_ any action in which an exemption is asserted pursuant to

2.2/27
2.2/28

25 .:__ paragraphs (d), (e) , and ( f) of subsection (2), the record or
26

records shall be submitted in camera to the court for a de

v _ novo inspection.

�

In the case of an exemption asserted

2.2/30

pursuant to paragraph (c) of subsection (2) an in camera

29 ____inspection shall be discretionary with the court.
30

2.2/29

___ Section 3.-__ -Whenever
criminal
intelligence
information
- · �- -- - ·
--� - -- .

-

31 -__9J::_�ri111inal__ i_nvestig_ativ_e infor_ma�io_n_ _.!1:1?: �y _ a non-Florida
4
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criminal justice agency is available to a Florida criminal
2

justice agency only on a confidential or similarly restricted

3

basis, the Florida criminal justice agency may obtain and use

4

such information in accordance with the conditions imposed by

5

the providing agency.
Section 4.

6

In the case of records produced under this

7

act, when the nature or volume of records is such as to

s

require extensive clerical or supervisory assistance by

9

personnel of the agency involved, the agency may charge, in

10

addition to the actual cost of duplication, a reasonable

11

charge, approved by the Department of Administration, for the

12

provision of such clerical or supervisory personnel.
Section 5.

13

14

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

law.

15
16

17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

28
29

30
31

5
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2.2/34
2.2/34
2.2/3 5
2.2/36
2.2/37
2.2/38
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*****************************************
2
3
4

5
6
7

HOUSE SUMMARY
Provides that certain criminal int�lligence and
investigative information are exempt from disclosure
provisions of the public record law. Provides for
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HB 1531 - Criminal Justice and Law E nforcement
from Public Records Law
4/23/79 -

Amendment # 1 (Hair)

Adopted

Amend # 2 (Hair)

Adopted

Amend # 3 (Hair)

Adopted

Amend # 4 ( Myers)

Adopted

FIIIA L VOTE ON BILL

Favorable

6 - 2

S enator Hair (on prevailin g side) moves to Reconsider
4/30/79

VOTE ON HAI R MOTION TO RECONSIDE R - Without objection of
those present (7 members)
Myers motion to reconsider Amendment # 4 adopted 4/23 Adopted without objection
and to withdraw it.

Myers substitute amendment to the amendment (#4) which
he offered 4/23
Adcpted without o�je�tion
Corman amendment (re public employee records}
Adopted Voice Vote
Gorman title amendment

(some dissent)

Adopted without objection

Thomas motion to reconsider Gorman Amendments adopted Without Obj.
Reconsideration of Gorman Amendment: Vote 5 Aye 3 Nay (adopted)
Reconsideration of Gorman Title Amend - Adopted without objection
t1yers moves to T. P. bi 11 then Withdraws the motion
m1 ·ttee unsur!
,
Gorman says "reconsider his amendments" again Ccom
(1t th 1s was a�SieJ
Thomas moves to T.P . bill as amended then withdraws motion
Hair moves amendment to strike section 6

�-� ;�-1-,;..,,,

i t...:..u;,, ..)/

Clew-

/),,/� � d..t.

Thomas Motion to Rise; adopted

5/8/79

5 aye;

(not voted on)

/f.(�

4 nay

-Lk..1-a...�)

Gorman moves "strike everything" amendment (Not voted on)
Neal moves to T.P. Bill - Motion adopted without objection

5/15/79

Gorman pending amendment to strike everything Adopted Voice Vote
Williamson Substitute Amendment (offered for Dunn) Failed on Voice Vote
Myers Amendment adopted. and motion to incorporate in to Gorman Amend to
make l amendment, adopted without objection.
BILL REPORTED FAVORABLY WITH 1 AMEND MEN T 5/15/79! !

u:lf1'11TTEE iNFORMATION !-<ECORD ,---

Proposed
Committee

Committee on Criminal Justice
Date of meeting April 9
1:15 p.m.
Time
24, HOB
Place

House of Representatives
Bi 11 No._9______

Relates to Public Records

FINAL ACTION:

-- FAVORABLE
� FAVORABLE Willi _:2._AMENINNTS
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Chairman

Ca,r.,1me APPEARANCE

REcORD

The following persons (other than legislators) appeared before the committee
during the consideration of this bill:
Representing
Address

NOTE: Please indicate by an "X" any State employee appearing at the
request of Committee Chairman.

(If additional persons, enter on reverse side and check here_)

fiJ& g aopies with CZ.erk

H-22(1976)

If amenctment 1s text of another bill. i ns<'rt:
or Draft No.
Bill No.

HB

SB

Representative s

offered the following
Amendment

On page.

, line.

7

a
b
C

d
e

f
g

and insert:

Whenever criminal intelligence information or criminal

investigative information held by a non-Flor�da criminal justice

2
3

agency is available to a Florida criminal justice agency only

4

on a confidential or similarly restricted basis,the Florida

5

criminal justice agency may obtain and use such information in

6

accordance with the conditions imposed by the providing agency.

7

8
9

10
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12
13

14
15
16
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18
moved the adoption of the amendment,
which was adopt
Form H-29 (1976)

which failed of adoption.

COM!\IITTEE AJ\IENDJ\IENT
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Line numbers on amendment blank have no relation to line numbers on bills.
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All public records• which are presently provided

32

by law to be confidential or which are prohibited from being···

33

inspected by the public, whether by general of special· law,····

30
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.shall
. . . .. . .be
.. . .exempt
.. . . .. . . .from
. . . . .the
. . . .provisions
. . . . . . . .. . . ..of
. .. .subsection
.. . . . .. . . .. .. . .(1).
. .. . . . . . . . . . . .
All
public
to
in
ss.
1
9
(b)
records
referred
. . . . � . . . . - . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ..8.0
.. . ..9..,. . . . . . . ..
1.99
. .3,. . .257.261,
. . . .09
. . . . . . . . .288
. . ...075,
. .. . .
. . . .and
. . .222,
. . . . . .9. (3)
. . . . . . . . .. . . .624.31
. .. . . . 624.311(2),
. . . . . .228.
'

_ (_�)_,, _a_nd
_(_4_) _,__6_5_7_._�6_1_(3),.. �5_8_._1�
_ _ _7_9_�--��
. .. . . . . .. . . . .(1).
.provisions
. . . . . .. . . . . .of
. . ..subsection
. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .

.�r:�

_ ex_
_ ��P.�

.�r:�� .t.�e.... ..

. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .

crin�i_n_a_l _fov�stiiati_ve information are exempt from the pro�.... .
visions of subsection (1) . ... _ ............... ..... _ ........... .
__ .... (d)

Any information revealing the identity of ....... .. .
'C""

�

confi,dential i'l.f_gl:,mants or sources is exempt from the ..........
_pro_vis_ions of subsection (1)......... ................. ...... .. .
....
. _(e)
.

------

Any information revealing surveillance techniques
------·-·---- --- or procedures or personnel is exempt from the provisions of ....
·

subsection (1).
. .. ... (f)

.

. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . .. . .

Any information revealing· undercover personnel of ..

any criminal ·justice agency is exempt from the provisions of .. .
subsection (1) . ..... -,�
.... (g)

- .. _ .... ......................
�
Any criminal intelligence information or criminal

investigative information including the photograph, name, ..... .

--------

20

address or other fact or information which reveals the ........ .

21

identity of the victim of any sexual battery as defined .b,Y .....

22
23
24

-

-

Chapter 7 94 or child abuse as defined by Chapter 827 i� _exempt .
..... ..
from the provisions· of subsection (1) . .. .............. ..
'
.. _, .. (h) Any criminal intelligence information or .criminal. .. .

25

investigative information which reveals the .per.sonal .assets .of .

26

the victim of a crime, other than property stolen or�estroyed.

27
28

►

-�

during the commission of the crime, is exempt .from .the . ........
provisions
of subsection (.1 ) . . , ............................... .
=

�;:---'". ----·
29

(i )

All criminal intelligence and crimi.nal...... .........
received b a criminal justice a ency
I
().
is exem t from the rovisions of . .. .. Yn.,.,�J i

32
33

--------�

�\;)

1980 , ; al .1.
embe.
::. ��-•��
:
�
�
-· .... . •�
written criminal intelligence or criminal

subsection
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· r
3
.. . . .... . ... . .
4 ·rela·tes 'to · a ny ·other- ·person.
.. . . .. ... ........
.
·(J)
·herei'n ·sh.all ·be construed to ·exempt ·from ....
.
.
.
5
. . .. . . · ·Nothtng-·
· 1) ·reco·rds ·made part ·of a court ·file ·and ·not
6 s·urrsectton (
1

· s- ·provided ·i- n ....
7 · · s·pec'.·f:·�a·1 i-y ·c1·_ �sed by ��_:_�urt except a
' )·; ·(e); ·and (f)- ·of ·subsection ·(2).
8 ·pa·ra--gr-aphs ·(d
. ..... ......... . .... ..
· ·(k)· · ·The ·provisions of ·this ·section are n
· ot intended ··to
9 .. ····-�-----,_..,,...............,.........,
.........
.... .. . · · · ·· ..... . ... ..
·
·
10 ·expand ·or · Hmi'-t ·the ·provtsionS'-·of ·Rule 3;220; Florida- ·Ruies ·of

���-----------· ·

• ..

• • .. . ...

:.

• :. .....

.... •

'

'

'

z::

"C

11 ·Criminal ·procedure, ·regarding ·tfte ·right and ·extent ·of .........•
.. .,,,,,-,,-, ... ··· · · ·· ........... ······ .....
·dtscove·
ry ·by ·the ·state
·and ·a ·defendant ·in ·a ·criminal ...........
.
12
- ton •
13 · · prosecut
an
_ _io
_ _n_ ,q_u_e_s_t_i_on
_ __s_h_e_e_t_s. _o_f_ ......
_ s
_ __an
_ e
_ _sw
_ r
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14 . . .... ill.�eJ ..E.x_a_m_i_n_at
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16
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administered by a governmental....
agency
for the......
...........................................
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............
purpose.......
of licensure,
certification,
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...............................
........
.............
.
"

from...the
subsection
However,
......provisions
. exempt
.......
..........(1).
...an
. ......
............of
..... .......
...............
shall have the right to review his own completed
.....................................................
............
.examtnee

.
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20
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·number, ·photograph · a nd place of ·employment of the ·spouse ...... .

23

and · chtl dren of 1 aw · e nforcement personnel; and the ·names and...

24
25

locations ·of schools attended by the children of law ·enforce- ..
..
..
f
·ment ·pe-rs-·onnel :are :exempt ·from ·the provisions of subsection....

26

Ql..:. .......................................................... .

27

11
11 Crtminal intelligence information
and "criminal...
. .
. .
investigative ·fnformation" ·shall not include ·the t-ime, date, ...

28

... :(3)

30

locati'on, ·and ·nature of a :reported crime, the name, sex, age, ..
and address of a ·person arrested or the victim of ·a crime

31

except as · provided in subsection (2)(g), the time, date, ·and...

32

location of ·the •incident and ·the arrest, the ·crime charged, ....

33

all documents given or required by law or agency rule to be . .. .
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special law applies to a particular record shall
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� • • • • • • ,
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In any action in which an exemptip� i? as�,rted p�rs�a�$ to

10

·paragraphs (d), (e), and (f) of subsection (2), the

11

records shall be submitted in camera
to the cou
. rt for
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t
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SENATE AMENDMENT

THE FLORIDA SENATE
COMMITTEE ON JUDICIARY-CRIMINAL
215 Senate Office Building
Tallahassee, Florida 32304
(904) 488-1501

Senator Guy Spicola, Chairman
Senator Paul B. Steinberg, Vice Chairman
Patricia Colleen Dunn, Staff Director

TO:

Jack Overstreet

FROM:

Pat Dunn

DATE:

4/20/79

teproduced bY
FLORIDA STATE ARCHIVES
DEPARTMENT OF STATE

R. A. GRAY BUILDING

Tallahasse,e,_fl 32399-0250
Series
Carton

/o

RE:

Amendment to HB 1531

The following is a proposed amendment to HB 1531 which
deletes the confidential status placed by the House on
all criminal intelligence and investigative records prior
to January 25, 1979 (the date of the Wait decision):
on page 4, line 5 strike "is confidential and"
If the records at issue ·are confidential, then a law
enforcement-officer would be prohibited from releasing
even innocuous and totally inactive information garnered
and recorded before January 25.

This goes beyond the

usual concept of "police secrets''.

The amendment is the

product of a meeting in the President's office with the
representatives of press asso6iations, state attorneys,
law enforcement, r:.nd Senators Dunn, Spicola and Lewis.

PHILIP D. LEWIS
Pri-<itiPnt

DAN SCARBOROUGH
President Pro Temoore

JOE BROWN
Secretarv

JOHN D. MELTON
Sergeant at Arms
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SB.3/S

Flortda Senate - 1979
By Senator Spicola
A bill to be entitled
An act relating to records of criminal justice
agencies and law enforcement agencies; adding
s. 119.07(2) (d), Florida Statutes, 1978

4

Supplement; providing that certain records of
such agencies are not public records; p roviding
an effective date.
Be It Enacted by the Legislature of the State of Florida:
10
Section l.

11

Paragraph (d) is added to subsection (2) of

12 section 119.07, Florida Statutes, 1978 Supplement, to read:
119.07

13

Inspection and eJCamination of records;

14 eJCemptions.-15

(2)

16

(d)

Records of a criminal justice agency or law

17 enforcement agency which records are collected, compiled, or
18 received in the course of conducting a criminal investigation

19 or in an effort to anticipate, prevent, or monitor possible
20 crimina� activity are not public records and are eJCempt from
�1 the provisions of subsection (1).
Section 2.

22

This act shall take effect upon becoming a

,_____. 23 law.
24
25

*****************************************

26

SENATE SUMMARY

27

Exempts from the public records law records of a criminal
justice agency or law enforcement agency which are
collected, compiled or received in the course of
conducting a criminal investigation or in an effort to
anticipate, prevent, or monitor possible criminal
activity.

28
29
30
31
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